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II. Abstract 

Atmospheric aerosols are of great importance climatically due in part to their ability to scatter 

and absorb solar radiation. However, their influence in our changing climate holds the greatest 

uncertainty of all atmospheric components. With this in mind, there remains a necessity for 

advancement in monitoring and measurement techniques. The aim of this investigation is to 

consider the current measurement techniques for aerosol absorption and compare instrument 

performance in a variety of conditions. Filter-based measurements and various referencing 

techniques for establishing values of the aerosol absorption coefficient (σap) are examined. The 

report discusses the various instrumentation, mathematical techniques, and uncertainties 

associated with each through applications employed during a field campaign, the California Air 

Quality and Climate Nexus Campaign (CalNex; April-May 2010) and a laboratory experiment at 

the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) in Boulder, Colorado (April 1
st
, 

2012- May 2, 2012). The filter-based instruments, particle soot absorption photometer (PSAP) 

and the continuous light absorption photometer (CLAP), are compared in performance to the in-

situ techniques of the photoacoustic spectrometer (PAS) and absorption obtained via the 

difference method (σap = extinction (σep) – scattering (σsp)). A potential bias of filter-based 

instruments during high organic aerosol (OA) loading was investigated during in-flight sampling 

over the Los Angeles metro region, yielding only one bias occurrence for the analysis on a 

daytime flight. Possible discrepancies in utilization of the difference method as a reference for 

filter-based σap are investigated in laboratory data, as a 5% inconsistency between σep and σsp 

during white aerosol runs yields questionable reference σap results. Potential benefits of the novel 

Corrected Two-Stream (CTS) correction method for filter-based instruments in various 

conditions are also investigated for both datasets, with obvious advantages during the changing 

conditions of a grey to white aerosol laboratory run. A comparison of the CLAP and PSAP filter-

based method during laboratory experimentation was also examined, demonstrating the highly-

correlated measurements of the two instruments. The aim of this investigation is not to decide 

which of these instruments or methodologies for the quantification of σap should be deemed “the 

best method”, but rather to provide real-world examples of their applications, capabilities, and 

limitations.  
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1: Introduction  

1.1: Aerosols in the Atmosphere 

The term atmospheric aerosol refers to the multi-phase collection of solid and/or liquid particles 

that are suspended in the air around us. These are either emitted directly (primary aerosols) or 

formed due to processing with volatile components of the surrounding air (secondary aerosols) 

(Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). The aerosols of the global atmosphere are composed of diverse 

characteristics and qualities; each particle with unique shape, size, chemical composition, and 

optical properties. Aerosols in our atmosphere have a wide range of potential sources; both 

natural and anthropogenic in origin. Ranging in size from the just-stable molecule clusters of a 

few nanometers (nm) to the short-lived particles heavily-influenced by gravity (up to 100 

micrometers (μm)), aerosols are responsible for a large array of atmospheric marvels, such as 

fog, haze, clouds, fumes, smoke, and mist (Hinds, 1999). Particles at the smaller end of the size 

range are vital to the development of clouds, while the less abundant larger particles have higher 

concentrations near the sea or dust sources. For climate science, particles ranging from 0.05 to 10 

μm are of greatest interest, due to their interaction with sunlight (Kahn et al., 2009).  

 

Due to their diversity in sources and characteristics, aerosols are both highly spatially and 

temporally variable. Lifetimes of aerosols ranges from a few minutes to a few weeks, depending 

on their size and composition, atmospheric conditions, and subsequent atmospheric processing. 

Therefore, the influence of atmospheric particulates based on concentration and composition is 

not constant on a global scale (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). For instance, locally peaked 

concentrations of aerosols can be observed in the morning hours during high levels of traffic, 

fluctuating in magnitude as the day continues on. Also, the concentrations are higher closer to 

the roadways and will decrease as a function of increasing distance (Wrobel et al., 2000; Zhu et 

al., 2002; Virtanen et al., 2006). Aerosol concentrations will not only vary on an hourly and daily 

basis, but also experience seasonal and yearly fluctuations. This regional heterogeneity creates a 

substantial challenge for the quantification and characterization of aerosols in scientific study 

(Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006; Kahn et al., 2009).  

 

The scientific investigation of aerosols in the atmosphere is essential, due to both their direct and 

indirect effect on climate. The indirect effect, described in detail by Twomey (1974), 
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Ramanathan et al (2001), and Feingold (2003), is the aerosol interactions with cloud 

development, characteristics, and lifetimes. Despite the climactic importance of these 

relationships, of greater interest to this investigation is the interaction of aerosols with solar 

radiation, known as the direct effect. Determined by the wavelength of incident radiation, the 

size of the particle, and the particle’s refractive index, aerosols can change the direction and/or 

intensity of light via scattering and absorption (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). In doing so, aerosols 

can have effects on visibility (Malm et al., 1994), as well as the radiative balance of the Earth 

(Rasool and Schnedier, 1971; Charlson et al., 1992; Ramanathan and Vogelman, 1997).  

 

The warming or cooling of the aerosol direct climate forcing is dependent on the amounts of 

scattering or absorption. An essential tool for the quantification of the direct effect is the single 

scattering albedo (SSA or ω):  

 

    
          

          
  

           

                      
 

                   (1) 

where SSA will range from 0 (purely absorbing, dark particles) to 1 (purely scattering particles); 

however, there is no particle in existence that will truly be quantified at 0 or 1 (Seinfeld and 

Pandis, 2006). With that, the asymmetry parameter (g) provides insight on whether the particle 

will completely backscatter light (-1), uniformly scatter light (0), or completely forward- scatter 

light (+1) (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). Whether the aerosol will warm or cool the surrounding air 

will be dependent on the SSA and the asymmetry parameter, as well as the brightness or 

darkness of the surface beneath it (Ramanathan et al., 2001).  

 

Typically, scattering aerosols have reflective components, such as sulphates, organics, and 

nitrates. Alternatively, absorbing aerosols are most often from primary sources, such as the soot 

created during combustion processes, which are then modified in the atmosphere when other 

species react/condense upon them (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). Absorbing aerosols are of 

climactic importance due to their contribution to atmospheric warming, with black carbon (BC), 

or completely absorbing aerosol, said to contribute up to 20-50% as warming by CO2 (IPCC, 

2007; Ramanathan and Carmichael, 2008). When found within cloud cover, the absorption of 

light by aerosols causes the instability and dissipation of clouds. Known as the semi-direct effect, 
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absorbing aerosols contribute to the warming of the atmosphere (Ramanathan et al., 2001).  It is 

well-known that atmospheric aerosols have comparable influence on climate to that of highly 

studied greenhouse gases (Seinfeld and Pandis, 2006). However, as the fraction of light that is 

absorbed by aerosols is typically smaller in magnitude compared to scattering by aerosols, 

accurate measurements remain a challenge in practice (Lack et al., 2008; Müller et al., 2011). 

  

1.2: Uncertainty of Atmospheric Aerosols  

Currently, the drive to develop understanding in this field is strong, with a range of approaches 

bringing various components together. While in situ field campaigns yield knowledge on the 

concentrations and compositions of aerosol at or near the surface, remote sensing via satellite can 

provide vertical profiles essential for understanding radiative influence of aerosols. The coupling 

of long-term observation sites, short-term field campaigns, and monitoring via satellites yield a 

more comprehensive estimate of current global radiative forcing by atmospheric aerosols. All of 

these components are essential for the better-constraint of present global models aiming to 

predict future climate implications (IPCC, 2007; Kahn et al., 2009). 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Components of natural and anthropogenic climate forcings as determined by the Intergovernmental Panel on 

Climate Change (IPCC). As can be seen, the uncertainty bars associated with atmospheric aerosols remain the largest. 

Figure from Climate Change 2007: The Physical Basis. Printed with permission from the IPCC and the World 

Meteorological Organization. 
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The current consensus is that the scattering of light by the indirect effect of aerosols is the 

dominant radiative process, causing a net cooling effect (IPCC, 2007). As can be seen in figure 

1.1 from the IPCC’s WGI: The Physical Science Basis, the climate forcing of atmospheric 

aerosols remains the largest uncertainty in the determination of current climate sensitivity (IPCC, 

2007; Schwartz et al., 2006). Due to the difficulties in measurement with spatial and temporal 

variation of atmospheric aerosols, further scientific investigation is essential for climate and 

atmospheric research.  

 

1.3: Importance of Instrument Inter-comparison  

With that, there remains a necessity for advancement in monitoring and measurement techniques. 

In order to do so, proper evaluation of the tools and instruments utilized in the quantification of 

aerosol properties is essential. Relevant to the aim of this investigation, both established and 

novel techniques for the measurement of aerosol absorption will be considered. 

 

Currently, there is no instrumentation for studying aerosol absorption that offers reliable 

measurements, simplicity in use, and reasonable cost as a single entity (Moosmüller et al., 2009). 

As these are the important factors to consider when deciding what to use for measurement 

purposes, it is important to evaluate the differences in results for the properties of interest. 

Instruments for more exclusively for intensive field campaigns (in situ) can be expensive and 

complex in operation, but more accurate and precise. Those intended for long-term monitoring 

within a network need to be affordable and simple to operate, but may yield less accuracy and 

precision. Therefore, instruments used in short-term campaigns are often utilized as reference 

measurements for those utilized in long-term monitoring.  

 

Due to the differences in the techniques for measurement of aerosol optical properties, there can 

be discrepancies in observations made by each instrument. Even when operated simultaneously 

and under the same conditions, differences in instrument output can be observed. Although it is 

to be considered in greater detail in further sections, an example of such is the suggestion that 

biases in certain instrumentation may exist due to concentrations of organic matter (Lack et al., 

2008, Cappa et al., 2008). Furthermore, the various corrections that must be applied to 

instrument output have potential to contribute to uncertainty (Bond et al., 1999); a concept 

considered in the development of new techniques for corrections (Müller et al., 2012- in draft). If 
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a better understanding of the climatic influence of aerosols is the goal, awareness in the accuracy 

of instrumentation utilized to quantify aerosol interaction with light is vital. Reducing the 

ambiguity in data used for the determination of aerosol radiative forcing will assist in the better 

estimation of current and future climate conditions.  

 

1.4: Scientific Research Questions  

Therefore, a comparison of various instrumentation’s data output is proposed as the focus of this 

master’s thesis as a means to better quantify the uncertainty of measurement in absorption of 

energy by atmospheric aerosols. The scientific research questions to be investigated are as 

follows:  

 

a. What are the differences and similarities in absorption measurements from filter-

based methods versus in-situ methods when operated simultaneously, under the 

same conditions? 

 

b. What conditions during measurement can cause the greatest divergence or 

commonalties in measurements? 

 

c. Are there observed differences based on the type or composition of aerosol (i.e. 

organics, nitrates, etc)? 

 

d. Can an advanced correction scheme reduce the differences between the filter-based 

and in-situ measurements of light absorption? 

 

In order to effectively investigate these questions, filter-based measurements and various 

referencing techniques for establishing values of aerosol absorption will be examined. The report 

will discuss the various instrumentation, mathematical techniques, and uncertainties associated 

with each through applications employed during a California-based field campaign and National 

Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) laboratory experiment.  For the development 

of this investigation, the various techniques for measuring absorption by aerosols will be 

discussed in further detail for both the field campaign (utilizing the photoacoustic spectrometer 

for filter-based referencing) and the laboratory experiment (utilizing the difference method for 

filter-based referencing). The data accrued during the field campaign and laboratory experiment 
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also provides the opportunity to investigate instrumentation uncertainty, potential biases, and 

novel corrections schemes. Within the laboratory experiment, a comparison of various filter-

based instruments will additionally be presented. The aim of this investigation is not to decide 

which of these instruments or methodologies should be deemed “the best method” for measuring 

aerosol absorption, but rather to provide real-world examples of their applications and 

capabilities.  

 

An introduction to instrumentation and associated methodologies for measuring aerosol 

absorption is presented in sections 2.1-2.4, as well as the advantages and disadvantages for each 

technique. Section 2.5-2.6 describes the opportunities for inter-comparison. Followed by this is 

the description of analysis methodology (section 3.1-3.2), as well as the analysis results and 

discussion (sections 4.1-4.2). From this, conclusions of the thesis work are made in section 5.  
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2. Background 

2.1: Introduction to various techniques of aerosol optical measurements 

Currently, there are several measurement approaches for the quantification of aerosol absorption 

of solar radiation. The first technique to be considered is the utilization of instruments for long-

tem monitoring of aerosols within a global network. These instruments are typically less 

expensive and require less maintenance. However, since they do not measure the aerosol while 

sustained in an airborne state, corrections must be made to account for the potential artifacts 

collected during sampling. Two versions of the filter-based instruments will be discussed as an 

example of this type of technology. 

Other approaches for absorption measurements are optimized for a short-term, intensive field 

campaigns. Typically, instruments utilized in this regard are complex, more expensive, and 

require an expert for operation. Because of this, they are calibrated to yield high quality, precise 

data during the duration of measurements. Photoacoustic spectrometry and difference-based 

methods employing in-situ techniques are discussed as examples of the utilization of such 

instrumentation. As these measurements are taken without the use of a filter (i.e. the aerosols 

remain in their suspended state), the comparison of the difference method or the photoacoustic 

technique is commonly utilized as an independent indication of filter-based performance 

(Moosmüller et al., 2009).  

 

2.2: Filter-based Techniques 

The most commonly-utilized technique for measuring aerosol absorption for long term 

observations is the use of filter-based instruments (Arnott et al., 2003). As a simplistic 

explanation, the measurement is obtained when a sample of air traverses through a filter at a 

known rate of flow, depositing absorbing aerosols, and changing the intensity of light observed 

on the other side. Here, the particle soot absorption photometer (PSAP) and the continuous light 

absorption photometer (CLAP) are introduced as examples of this technology, with corrections 

to this measurement technique discussed in section 2.2.3.  
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Figure 2.1: Photo of 4 CLAP instruments (top; left) and 3 PSAP instruments (bottom; left) in a laboratory setting. 

Currently, the CLAP and the PSAP will measure the absorption coeffient (σabs) simultanously at NOAA observatories 

and measurement stations. Examples of CLAP (top; right) and PSAP (bottom; right) filters after measurements. The 

filters utilized in the PSAP and the CLAP are glass filters with a cellulose backing (Pallflex type E70-2075W), differing 

only in diameter (10 mm and 47 mm, respectively).  Photo credit: C. Walsh  

 

2.2.1: The Particle Soot Absorption Photometer (PSAP) 

The particle soot absorption photometer (PSAP; Radiance Research, Seattle, Washington) 

(shown in figure 2.1) is a field-deployable, real-time instrument that monitors the changes in 

light transmittance at one (565 nm) or three (467, 530, 660 nm) wavelengths at an operating flow 

around 1 liter/min (Bond et al., 1999). Absorbance is calculated based on Beer’s law (shown in 

equation 2), which describes the change in light transmission through the filter as a function of 

particle deposition: 

 

 

        
  
 
  

 

             (2) 

where Abs is the optical depth (i.e. filter + particles), Io/ I is the average transmittance of the filter 

in time zero and current time period. 

 

I0 

Filter 

I 
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The uncorrected absorption coefficient (σ’ap) is calculated based on the change in light intensity 

for a known volume of sampled air: 

             
  

 
  

                   (3) 

where in this equation, I0 is the intensity at time zero and I is intensity at time zero plus the 

interval change in time. A is the area of the sample spot and V is the volume of sample air pulled 

through the filter during a known time interval for I (Bond et al., 1999).  

 

A manufacturer’s calibration is included in the output value of the PSAP (σPSAP) that 

incorporates the potential effects on observations as the filter becomes loaded with particles. This 

includes exaggeration of absorption levels by the filter and nonlinearities in the reaction of the 

instrument as loading continues (Bond et al., 1999): 

 

       
    

                 
 

                   (4) 

where τ is the filter transmission, which is reset each time a new filter is installed. A value of τ 

=1 indicates that the filter is unloaded. Ideally, based on findings by Bond et al. (1999), the 

transmittance should be above 0.7. To ensure that the change in transmittance is not due to a 

change in the LED light strength, a reference filter is used. The sample flow is first run through 

the particle-loaded filter, with cleaned air then passing through the reference filter. The filters 

utilized in the PSAP are 10 mm diameter, glass filters with cellulose backing (Pallflex type E70-

2075W). The total uncertainty for 10 second averages of PSAP data is estimated to be between 

20-30% (Bond et al., 1999; Sheridan et al., 2005; Langridge et al., 2011).  

 

2.2.2: The Continuous Light Absorption Photometer (CLAP) 

Like the PSAP, the continuous light absorption photometer (CLAP; National Oceanic and 

Atmospheric Administration) (figure 2.1(left)) is another filter-based technique. Similar in 

concept to the PSAP, it differs in that the instrument cycles through a filter in 10 different 

measurement locations (as shown in figure 2.1 (right) above). Eight of these 10 are sampling 

spots, with the remaining two as reference locations where only filtered air will pass through 
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them. The rotation of sampling sites allows for the ideal minimum transmittance of 0.7 to be 

achieved for eight times as long as the PSAP (NOAA CLAP User’s Manual, 2012; draft in 

progress). This notion is ideal for some of the monitoring locations that are in remote areas, 

where less maintenance requirements would be beneficial. 47 mm diameter, glass filters (Pallflex 

type E70-2075W) are utilized in the CLAP; the same as the PSAP in every aspect except 

diameter.  Designed for durability, the filters are composed of two superimposed fibrous layers; 

borosilicate glass and a cellulose backing. Although the CLAP lowers the relative humidity of 

the sample with an internal heater, the cellulose backing will draw water during high humidity 

circumstances (NOAA CLAP User’s Manual, 2012; draft in progress).  

CLAP instruments are operated with a 1.0 l/min volumetric sampling flow rate in order to 

maintain the particle deposition characteristics. A quality-assurance test is achieved with a white 

filter check, which is a feature of the instrument that resets based on the installation of a new 

filter. With that, calibrations of flow into the instrument are accomplished with high-precision 

flow meters (NOAA CLAP User’s Manual, 2012; draft in progress). Uncertainties estimated for 

the CLAP are similar to the PSAP at 20-30% for 10 second ambient measurements (NOAA 

Aerosol Group Homepage, 2012). However, an important aspect of the filter-based techniques, 

such as the CLAP, is their lower detection limits in comparison to in situ techniques. This 

becomes essential for the monitoring of ambient air with lower absorption concentrations 

(Müller et al., 2011).  

Currently, there are around 20 CLAP instruments deployed at NOAA measurement facilities 

globally. These instruments are often lent for field campaigns and laboratory experimentation. At 

present, the two filter-based instruments operate simultaneously, within the NOAA Earth System 

Research Laboratory/ Global Monitoring Division’s (ERSL/GMD) basic aerosol instrumentation 

system (see NOAA Aerosol Group Homepage for detailed instrumentation schematics). 

However, this is to assure that the comparisons between the two are comparable, as the PSAP 

instruments will be eventually decommissioned from NOAA facilities. Initial the comparisons of 

co-located data from the CLAP and the PSAP suggest very good agreement (further results and 

discussion to follow in section 4.2.1-4.2.2) 
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2.2.3: Correction Schemes for Filter-Based Measurements 

2.2.3a: The Bond Correction Scheme 

In order to obtain the finalized value for the absorption coefficient for filter-based methods, a set 

of corrections have to be made to account for sampling artifacts. These corrections are described 

in detail by Bond et al. (1999), Virkkula et al. (2005a), and Ogren (2010) and are routinely 

applied to the filter-based measurements of aerosols.  

 

For instance, scattering by particles can cause an absorption artifact by affecting the 

transmittance. Although the filters are designed to minimize scattering, the particles collected on 

the optically diffuse environments may still be subject to scattering. There are three potential 

effects due to scattering: 

 

1. The filter is loaded with non-absorbing particles 

2. Increased opportunity for absorption via light scattered by previously deposited 

particles 

3. Backscattering of particles, which is a size-dependent characteristic  

 

The multiple scattering effects will increase the absorption from the true value within the filter-

based instrument (Bond et al., 1999). Additionally, corrections must be made for the slight 

differences in spot size that can occur in manufacturing. It must also be taken into account that 

any transmittance values below 0.5 are considered invalid and need to be removed from data 

(www.ersl.NOAA.gov/gmd/aero). As transmittance decreases, the PSAP sensitivity in 

measurement will also decrease.  

 

These are accounted for in an empirical equation suggested by the PSAP manufacturer (equation 

4) and has been modified by Bond et al. (1999), Virkkula et al. (2005a), Sheridan et al. (2005), 

and Ogren (2010) as follows:  

                 
  

                
    

 

    
 

                   (5) 

where          is the corrected absorption coefficient for multiple scattering effects and 0.873 is 

the value that accounts for the difference in exposed filter area from that of the manufacturer’s 

assessment and the correction developed by Bond et al. (1999) (Ogren, 2010). Tr is the filter 
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transmission (equal to 1 for an unloaded, newly installed filter) and b
*
 is uncorrected absorption 

measurement from the instrument. The manufacturer’s correction (Weiss correction; equation 4) 

is within the brackets, with 1.22 representing a further scaling factor established by Bond et al. 

(1999).  

 

σabs,PSAP is the fully corrected absorption coefficient when the assumed “apparent absorption” is 

applied. Apparent absorption is an absorption measurement that has been caused by scattering 

influences. The scattering by particles already collected on the filter is corrected by assuming the 

absorption is around 2% of the 1.22 scaling factor, or 1.6% (Bond et al., 1999).  

 

                  
               

                   (6) 

The σsp term is typically measured from an integrating nephelometer (instrument explained in 

greater detail in section 2.4.3). The measurement of aerosol absorption by the PSAP then has an 

estimated uncertainty 20-30% after these corrections are applied (Bond et al., 1999). Further 

uncertainties associated with the Bond Correction Scheme will be discussed in section 2.6.2.  

 

2.2.3b: The CTS Correction Scheme 

Alternatives to the correction scheme developed by Bond et al. (1999) have been proposed, 

offering a novel method of correcting the filter-based techniques using an iterative process that 

begins with a totally-particle free filter. As particles are collected, each measurement is then 

affected by the particles previously deposited. The Corrected Two-Stream Method (CTS) 

correction scheme proposed by Müller, Virkkula, and Ogren (2012; draft in progress) is one that 

aims to account for this effect of previously deposited particles through utilization of properties 

beginning with a completely white filter and the monitoring of the property changes as particles 

are deposited as follows:  

 

                   (7) 

where δf+p is the optical depth of the filter and particles, δs and δa are the scattering and 

absorption optical depths of the particles deposited on the filter, δe is extinction optical depth (δs 

+ δa), ω is the single scattering albedo (SSA),  and g is the asymmetry parameter. The terms Fs, 

Fa, and Ff are responses functions to scattering, absorption, and apparent absorption (an indicated 

   gFFgF fefaaassspf ,,)(),(  
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absorption caused by scattering influences) respectively. Having the terms Fs and Fa, as response 

functions makes them easier to directly measure during sampling. Equation (7) is then calculated 

as an iterative algorithm that yields the CTS-corrected δa for all of the particles collected on the 

filter. This is followed by corrections for spot size and flow rate as: 

 

 

                   (8) 

where Q is the flow rate (m/s) and A is the spot area.  

 

2.3: Photoacoustic Technique  

A common technique for measuring aerosol absorption in short term field campaigns is the use 

of photoacoustic instrumentation. This technique has been utilized to quantify absorption of both 

aerosol and gases and is typically utilized as a reference measurement for filter-based techniques 

(Moosmüller et al., 2009). Without the use of filters, these measurements are obtained through 

the inevitable temperature increase of particles as they absorb light, and the subsequent release of 

heat to the surroundings. The increase in temperature can be characterized into aerosol optical 

behaviors by the detection of sound that the change in pressure creates (Moosmüller et al., 2009). 

Here, the photoacoustic spectrometer is discussed. 

 

2.3.1: The Photoacoustic Spectrometer (PAS) 

 

Figure 2.2: The Photoacoustic Spectrometer (PAS) utilized in the CalNex campaign. The front view (left) shows the 

various sampling channels, including different wavelengths (405, 532, and 600 nm). The inside of the instrument (right) 

houses the measurement instrumentation. Precautions were taken to provide extra isolation from airplane noise in the 

form of padded walls. Photo credit: C. Walsh. 
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As described by Lack et al. (2006), the photoacoustic spectrometer (PAS; figure 2.2) measures 

aerosol absorption directly, with a continuous sample flow through a cavity with resonance (two 

25 mm resonators) and a frequency-moderated laser beam (FR). As absorption occurs, a change 

in pressure will cause a pressure wave that can be acoustically detected via highly sensitive 

microphones (Knowles Acoustics EK3132; Itasca, Illinois).  The signal from the microphone is 

linear in proportion to the absorption coefficient, if the detection occurs within the acoustic 

period of 1/FR (Arnott et al., 2003). Any delay in the acoustic detection will be related to other 

occurrences, such as detected energy returned during evaporation of volatile components (Arnott 

et al., 2003). The major uncertainty associated with the PAS is possibility of volatile species 

evaporating from the aerosol (Arnott et al., 2003; Lack et al., 2006). This has been shown to 

occur at high levels of relative humidity, causing a photoacoustic response. However, this bias 

can potentially be avoided through the drying of aerosols to 65-70% RH, as well as the cut-off of 

particles larger than 2 μm (Arnott et al., 2003; Raspet et al., 2003).   

 

Depending on the conditions of instrument utilization, the reported accuracies for the PAS is 

between 5-10% (Lack et al., 2006). This value will not only depend on whether the instrument is 

deployed in the field or within a laboratory setting, but also the method of calibration utilized. 

There are two methods of calibration used as described by Lack at al. (2006). For microphone 

calibration, the known-absorption by gas-phase ozone passed through the PAS and cavity 

ringdown instrument (introduced in section 2.4.1) is correlated to the response of the 

microphone. The measurements are made simultaneously, with the correlation of the two utilized 

instruments for the calibration of the PAS.  NO2 can also be used in this manner of calibration; 

however, the used of NO2 requires different assumptions discussed in greater detail in Lack et al. 

(2006). Pressure dependencies are also accounted for by passing air into the sample lines (pre-

measurement) while the pressure of the system is reduced from ambient conditions (about 100 

kPa) to 40 kPa, and then using a ratio calculation for calibration.  

 

In the particular application of the instrumentation during the CalNex field campaign (to be 

explained in greater detail in section 2.6.1 and 3.1), special attention had to be paid to adjusting 

for accuracy during airborne measurements.  Measures were taken to isolate the PAS from in-

flight extraneous noises and vibrations. Multiple layers of isolating foam rubber were installed to 

the housing of the instrument; an acoustically and thermally isolated box. With that, frequent 
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calibrations were essential, as stable operating conditions fluctuate with pressure and temperature 

changes (Lack et al., 2011).  

 

2.4: The Difference Method 

Finally, aerosol absorption values can be obtained via a combination of methods that measure 

aerosol light scattering and extinction of light by aerosols. Absorption is calculated from the 

difference in measured extinction (scattering + absorption) and scattering.  The measurements of 

both extinction and scattering are made simultaneously, under the same operating conditions, and 

with the same sample in order to reduce any potential discrepancy within the volume of interest 

(Moosmüller et at., 2009). Absorption coefficients obtained from the difference-method are 

viewed as another form of reference measurement for the filter-based techniques.  

 

2.4.1: The Cavity Ringdown Spectrometer (CRDS) 

 

Figure 2.3: The Cavity Ringdown Spectrometer (CRDS) utilized in the CalNex field campaign. The front view (left) shows 

the various channel inputs for sampling with different wavelengths (405, 532, and 662 nm) and humidites (10%, 70%, and 

95%). The inside view (right) shows the 8 separate measurement cells of this modified CRDS, which included two cells for 

gas-phase measurements. Photo credit: C. Walsh.  

 

The conservation of energy states that any change in a beam of light has to be accounted for by 

the addition of scattering (σsp) and absorption (σap) by the particle. Therefore, extinction (σep) by 

aerosols is defined as: 

              

                   (9) 

A technique first described by O’Keefe and Deacon (1988), the cavity ringdown spectrometer 

(CRDS; figure 2.3) is a spectroscopy method that measures the extinction by aerosols with high 
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sensitivity at one or more wavelengths. Langridge et al. (2011) deployed a CRDS that measured 

at three wavelengths (405, 532, and 662 nm), as well as multiple relative humidities (10%, 70%, 

and 95%).  Aerosol extinction is measured by observing fluctuations in a constant ring-down 

time within an optical cavity, once the sample is introduced (Strawa et al., 2003; Moosmüller et 

al., 2005). It has been utilized for measurement of atmospherically-important components, such 

as gas species and aerosol particles. The CRDS measures the extinction using short pulses of a 

laser beam in an optically-stable cavity produced with the use of two highly reflective concave 

mirrors (Langridge et al., 2011). The intensity of light from the short pulses will degrade over 

time as it continues to travel distances of multiple kilometers between the mirrors within the 

cavity. The ringdown time (τ), or the rate of decay of the light within the cavity, is determined 

with (τ) and without (τ0) absorbing or scattering species present, and the extinction coefficient 

(α) is then calculated by: 

   
  

 
  
 

 
  

 

  
  

                 (10) 

where c is the speed of light and RL is a ratio of the actual physical cavity length to the length 

when the sample is present. This component is included to account for the sample not occupying 

the complete mirror-to-mirror area (Langridge et al., 2011). 

 

The CRDS utilized in the field campaign of CalNex (section 2.6.1 and 3.1) has been expanded 

upon from the traditional instruments described in the references cited in the previous paragraph. 

Here, the CRDS is composed of 8 separate measurement cells with varying humidites and 

wavelengths, as well as 2 for gas phase measurements (Langridge et al., 2011). Measures were 

taken to stabilize for pressure changes, as well as changes in temperature and humidity. Total 

uncertainties were determined to be 1-2% for 1 second dry measurements and up to 20% at RH 

of 95%.  

 

2.4.2: The Cavity Attenuated Phase Shift (CAPS) Extinction Monitor  

The Cavity Attenuated Phase Shift (CAPS; figure 2.4) extinction monitor is a recently developed 

instrument that monitors levels of aerosol extinction at 656 nm through spectroscopy techniques 

(Massoli et al., 2010).  The CAPS consists of a 26 cm cavity with highly reflective mirrors 
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(99.98%) at each end, each isolated from the potential contact with aerosol particles via purge 

flow air that is constantly maintained in front of them. 

 

 

Figure 2.4: The Cavity Attenuated Phase Shift (CAPS) utilized in the NOAA laboratory experiment. The aerosol 

extinction coefficient (σep) is measured and displayed on the front panel for quick view. Photo credit: C. Walsh.   

 

The sample length within the cavity due to the high reflectivity of the mirrors becomes around 2 

km, with the sample flow rate maintained at 0.85 l/min. A broadband LED-source light shines 

into the cavity through one mirror, arriving at the other as a distorted wave from the original 

(phase shift). The light is then collected at the end of the cavity via a vacuum photodiode 

detector, where a band-pass filter of 10 nm characterizes the spectral range of the sample 

(Massoli et al., 2010). The measured extinction is related to the phase shift through: 

 

                        

                            (11) 

where θ is the measured phase shift, θo is the phase shift under particle-free conditions, c is the 

speed of light, and f is the modulation frequency. The instrument regularly shifts from sampling 

to particle-free air to sustain optimal instrument performance. Instrument temperature and 

temperature are also continuously monitored for fluctuations from the ambient conditions of 

operation (Massoli et al., 2010). 
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2.4.3: The Integrating Nephelometer  

 

Figure 2.5: The Integrating Nephelometer utilized in the NOAA laboratory experiment (left), as well as pictured at the 

Storm Peak Laboratory in Steamboat Springs, Colorado (right). The nephelometer measures the aerosol scattering 

coefficient (σsp). Photo credit: C. Walsh.  

 

Ideal for both short-term and long-term measurements, the integrating nephelometer (TSI 3563; 

St. Paul, MN) (figure 2.5) measures the scattering coefficient (σsp) of aerosol particles, while 

concurrently measuring the hemispheric backscattering at 3 wavelengths (450, 550, and 700 nm) 

(Anderson and Ogren, 1998). This is achieved through the detection of light scattering due to 

aerosols and the subtraction of light scattering by the carrier gas, the walls of the instrument, and 

noise created by the detector (Heintzenberg and Charlson, 1996). The sample travels within the 

nephelometer 90 cm long aluminum tube (10 cm in diameter), until it reaches the receiving 

optics housing at the other end. The light collected is then split into the blue, green, and red 

wavelengths and received in the photomultiplier housing. Stabilization is obtained via a 

reference chopper containing three zones: dark (where no light is allowed through), signal 

(measurement is taken), and calibrate (where only 0.1% of light is allowed through for lamp 

stability testing) (NOAA Aerosol Group Homepage, 2012). This chopper rotates 23 times per 

second.  
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The σscat is the measured scattering by the nephelometer, which distinguishes scattering from 

Mie (particles) from the scattering due to Rayleigh (gas). The σsp is generated by subsequently 

subtracting as: 

                

                            (12) 

               

                            (13) 

where σrg is scattering from the carrier gas and σsp is scattering from particles. Calculations for 

the nephelometer involve several steps including signal processing for all three colors, as well as 

corrections for the use of a non-perfect 180° light source and truncation errors (Anderson and 

Ogren, 1998). The truncation error refers to the limitations of the instrument in measuring all 

scattering from 0-180°. The instrument configuration result in an underestimation of the σsp, 

since it limits light detection to the angular range between 7° to 170° instead of the full 0-180.  

The raw data is corrected for this limitation based on particle size via a linear relationship 

between what is measured and the measurements not included:  

 

     
        

        
 

                            (14) 

where Cts is the truncation correction applied, σsp,true is the actual scattering by particles and 

σsp,neph is the scattering measured by the nephelometer. There are a number of truncation 

corrections suggested for use, with a variety of methods for adjustments (Anderson and Ogren, 

1998; Moosmüller and Arnott, 2003; Bond et al., 2009; Massoli et al., 2009b). Further discussion 

will follow in section 4.2.3. The reader is referred to the NOAA aerosol’s group homepage for 

more details of theory, operation, and mechanics of the integrating nephelometer (NOAA 

Aerosol Group Homepage, 2012).  

 

2.5: Reasons for Inter-Comparison  

Each technique for the measurement of absorption by aerosols has associated uncertainties. 

Despite obtaining a measurement for the same parameter, comparison of filter-based, 

photoacoustic, and difference derived absorption coefficients are not always highly correlated, 

leading to uncertainty in our understanding of the true value of absorption (Moosmüller et at., 
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2009). This uncertainty needs to be better scrutinized in order to determine why these differences 

in instrument output occur. As discussed previously, qualities of the filter-based technique may 

cause artifacts in estimation for various reasons. As the filter becomes loaded, the potential for 

overestimation becomes an issue (Bond et al., 1999). However, this is not the only issue of 

concern. It’s also possible that the deposition of particles on a filter can cause a change in 

morphology and alteration in particle properties. If the particle is coated with liquid-like organic 

material (such as may be present due to incomplete combustion of biomass), the potential for this 

coating to spread within the filter is a significant concern for accuracy in measurement 

(Subramanian et al., 2007).  

 

Cappa et al. (2008) and Lack et al. (2008) have also investigated the potential for an 

overestimation bias based on the amount of organic aerosol (OA) present in the filter 

measurement. In companion articles, the potential for this bias is discussed based on both 

laboratory and field evidence where comparisons of PSAP and PAS measurements are made. 

During these campaigns, the high loading of organic aerosols (OA > 12.5 μg/m
3
) was associated 

with large discrepancies between the measurement techniques. It was shown that the PSAP 

overestimated absorption by 50-80% at very high OA loading conditions. In order to determine 

whether this is a constant feature associated with filter-based instruments, continued 

investigation is vital.  

 

Other concerns about measurement accuracy lie in the necessity for empirical corrections for 

filter-based techniques (further explained in section 2.6.2). Since several factors require 

correction with the filter-based instruments, the uncertainty obtained of measurements is 

systematically increased.  Because of this, the CTS correction scheme has been proposed as an 

alternative for the typically applied Bond Correction for filter-based instruments. As the CTS is a 

novel algorithm that currently has not been published for wide use by the scientific community, 

in-house investigation on its application may provide further insight on its potential.  

 

The utilization of photoacoustic spectrometry or the difference method as a reference for the 

absorption coefficient measured by filter-based is common practice; although, neither method 

has been deemed “the better way” to do so (Sheridan et al., 2005; Moosmüller et al., 2009). 

However, the technologically-advanced PAS and instruments utilized in the difference-based 
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methods also possess potential uncertainties and errors in measurement. Uncertainties in 

photoacoustic measurement can arise from interference during sampling (Moosmüller et al., 

2009).  Difference-based techniques may be uncertain due to the proliferation of error in the 

differencing of two different techniques. Obtaining the absorption from the difference of 

extinction – scattering can increase noise in the outcome significantly with measurements 

associated with low SSA (Moosmüller et al., 2009). Uncertainty will also stem from the 

subtraction of two larger numbers (extinction and scattering) to obtain a significantly smaller 

number (absorption), possibly necessitating a correction factor (Bond et al., 1999). 

 

2.6: Opportunities for Inter-Comparison  

A comparison of instrumentation and applied methods for determining aerosol absorption 

becomes essential in order to address current uncertainties associated with atmospheric aerosol 

optical properties. As mentioned previously, the climatic impact of aerosols remains the most 

significant uncertainty in the IPCC’s assessments of current and future climate effects. As a 

means of reducing this gap in knowledge, a detailed characterization of instrument capabilities in 

comparison to one another is imperative. Increasing the awareness of the capabilities and 

potential uncertainties in measurements of aerosol optical properties can aid in better 

understanding of aerosol influence on the changing climate (Moosmüller et al., 2003). 

 

2.6.1: CalNex Field Campaign  

In April-May 2010, a substantial scientific undertaking was conducted within the state of 

California, entitled the California Air Quality and Climate Nexus Campaign (CalNex). With the 

cooperation of the California Air Resources Board (CARB), the California Energy Commission 

(CEC) and the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), scientific 

measurements aimed at increased understanding of air quality and climate processes were 

collected throughout the state and along the eastern Pacific coastal region (NOAA Research 

Plan, 2008). CalNex was designed to gain vital scientific knowledge for development of more 

comprehensive climate-related policy via a range of atmospheric disciplines and from various 

sources and locales. With the inclusion of data collected during airborne flights, on maritime 

ships, and within field locations, a better understanding of the spatial and temporal variation in 

atmospheric chemistry and processing could be developed.  
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For the measurements of atmospheric aerosol properties and radiative effects, the NOAA 

Lockheed WP-3D Orion aircraft was deployed with onboard instrumentation for obtaining 

measurements within the planetary boundary layer and free troposphere. Typically flown for 

severe weather and meteorology-related measurements, the four-engine WP-3D is capable of 

long range scientific investigation. This capacity created an ideal platform for the study of 

atmospheric processing of urban and industrial plumes (NOAA Research Plan, 2008). Although 

there was a wide range of measurement methods conducted during the CalNex campaign, the 

instruments and measurements of relevance to this analysis were the PSAP, CLAP, PAS, and 

CRDS on-board the WP-3D, as well as supporting instrumentation mentioned in the next section.  

 

Despite the original intention of this thesis to focus on an inter-comparison of the CLAP and 

PAS measurements from the CalNex field campaign, CalNex was the first deployment for the 

CLAP instrument and the instrument was not operated by the developing team. Therefore, it is 

not surprising that measurement problems occurred, but were not recognized or resolved during 

the deployment. After observation of significant discrepancies between the PSAP and the CLAP 

during CalNex (which, as mentioned in section 2.2.2, is not the case at the NOAA surface-based 

field sites), further extensive analysis deemed the aerosol absorption data collected by the CLAP 

invalid (illustrated in figures appendix A1 and A2). However, a laboratory-based instrument 

comparison that utilizes the CLAP was conducted at NOAA in the spring of 2012 and will be 

described further within the laboratory results and discussion.  

 

2.6.1b: Supporting instrumentation in CalNex Field Campaign: 

Besides the relevant onboard instrumentation described in detail in sections 2.2-2.4, other 

supporting measurements were taken onboard the WP-3D that will be important during analysis. 

The aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) is the first field-deployable MS that is capable of 

distinguishing the elemental composition of ions that compose an aerosol particle (DeCarlo et 

al., 2006). The AMS instrument provides the mass spectra of aerosol as a mixture of nucleated 

particles (in μg per std m
3
 of air) emitted from different sources or formed due to various 

processes (condensation, cloud processing, etc.) (Jimenez at al., 2003). The associated 

uncertainty is estimated to be around 30% (Jayne et al., 2000; Jimenez et al., 2003). 
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For additional evaluation of air quality during the analysis, the single particle soot photometer 

(SP2) was periodically utilized. The SP2 identifies black carbon in the accumulation mode size 

range of 90-700 nm, accounting for 70-90% of the accumulation mode mass distribution 

particles (Stevens et al., 2003; Schwartz et al., 2006). The total uncertainty for 1-second data 

collected by the SP2 is around 40% (Langridge et al., 2012; paper submitted).  

 

2.6.2: NOAA Laboratory Experiment 

On April 1
st
, 2012- May 2

nd
, 2012, an aerosol absorption measurement experiment was 

conducted at NOAA’s Earth Systems Research Laboratory aerosol laboratory in Boulder, 

Colorado. The scientific aim of the investigation was similar to that of the Reno Aerosol Optics 

Study (RAOS; Sheridan et al., 2005), where various types of aerosol were generated in order to 

better characterize current instrument abilities under a controlled laboratory setting. Instruments 

of relevance to this investigation that were utilized in the laboratory were 3 PSAP’s, 4 CLAP’s, 1 

integrating nephelometer, and one CAPS (lab set up to be detailed in section 3.2.1 and 

supporting instrumentation discussed below). The experiment aimed to specifically address 

uncertainties associated with the Bond Correction scheme for filter-based instrumentation.  

 

Currently, the Bond Correction scheme attempts to address the potential artifacts in 

measurements for filter-based instruments; however, it is associated with a number of 

uncertainties. The hypotheses proposed by Bond et al. (1999) are investigated in this laboratory 

setting in several ways. First, the Bond Correction assumes the transmittance may only decrease 

to a level of 0.7 in order to obtain measurement. The NOAA experimentation attempts to define 

a dynamic range beyond this level. Second, the Bond Correction assumes a certain penetration 

depth associated with the velocities at which the particles will reach the instruments (i.e. flow 

rates). Here, the flow rates were varied in attempts to better understand changes in output as a 

result of differences in flow. Finally, the sensitivity of the Bond Correction to particles 

previously deposited on the filter was addressed. This was achieved through the abrupt changes 

in particle types deposited on the filters (i.e. a filter loaded with white particles is then exposed to 

small amount of black particles). It has been suggested that this sort of scenario affects the 

accuracy in the Bond Correction (Virkkula et al., 2005b).  
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The NOAA experiment utilized a wide range of techniques to examine these hypotheses. 

However, the aim of this investigation is less focused on the potential adjustments to the Bond 

Correction and more interested in the instrumentation and methodologies associated with the 

measurement of aerosol absorption. Therefore, the data utilized from the NOAA laboratory 

experiment for the purposes of this thesis will be directed towards the scientific questions 

outlined in section 1.4. It is also important to note that the laboratory analysis in this document is 

based on data obtained while the experiment was in process.  Due to time restrictions of this 

project, the analysis is based on data that may be transformed as analysis continues. The data 

analyzed in this report was obtained from laboratory runs and post-processing between April 1
st
, 

2012- April 27
th

, 2012, which was before the conclusion of the laboratory experimentation. Final 

results from the experiment may be slightly different due to instrument adjustments.      

 

2.6.2b: Supporting NOAA Laboratory Instrumentation  

The instrumental set up will be discussed in the methodology (section 3.2.1). However, quite an 

extensive array of instrumentation was utilized to address the scientific questions of the NOAA 

laboratory experiment. The supporting instrumentation that are not used in the analysis described 

here are as follows (readers are encouraged to follow references for more information): 

 

The Multi-Angle Absorption Photometer (MAAP; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA) 

is a novel filter-based instrument that obtains the aerosol absorption coefficient at 670 nm 

through reported values of the black carbon (BC) mass density. The measurement is corrected in 

real time for scattering artifacts through the simultaneous measurement of transmittance and 

reflectance. Automatic filter changes via a filter-tape are installed within the instrument (Petzold 

and Schönlinner, 2004; Moosmüller et al., 2009).  

 

The Aethalometer (Magee Scientific Company, Berkeley, CA) is a filter-based instrument 

continuously measures light absorption of carbon particles at seven wavelengths (from 370-950 

nm). Most commonly, these instruments are used at long-term monitoring stations where 

minimal maintenance is essential. This is allowable in part due to the continuous filter-tape 

component (www.mageesci.com; Weingartner et al., 2003).  
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The Scanning Electrical Mobility Spectrometer (SEMS; BMI Aerosol Solutions) measures the 

particle sample size distribution by means of particle migration within an electrical field towards 

a charged rod. The size of the particles is determined by the strength of the electrical mobility the 

particle possess and the location in which it is drawn to the rod. The instrument is optimal for 

particles between 0.01 -2.0 μm and can continuously scan over that size range in a rapid fashion 

from 15 seconds to 10 hours (www.brechtel.com/sizing.html; Wang and Flagan, 1990).  

 

The mixing chamber is also connected to a Condensation Particle Counter (CPC; TSI, St. Paul, 

MN), where the amount of particles passing through the sample line is counted through means of 

alcohol-induced growth. The particles will pass through a heated saturator, where alcohol (n-

butanol is vaporized and diffused into the sample stream. As the temperature decreases from the 

heated region, the alcohol will condense onto the particles, causing growth to a countable size for 

an optical counter (NOAA Aerosol Group Homepage, 2012; Agarwal and Sem, 1980).  
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3. Methodology 

3.1: Experimental Design and Analysis: CalNex 

3.1.1: Experimental Design: CalNex 

 

During the CalNex field campaign, a total of 21 scientific flights were conducted over the state 

of California. Each flight had various scientific aims from many aspects of atmospheric sciences, 

each within different regions of interest. Typical flight duration was around 7 hours, with flight 

path and altitude depending on the scientific aim of the particular flight. Along with data 

collected from the scientific instruments onboard, the WP-3D’s flight details were also provided 

(i.e. pressure and altitude changes, GPS positioning information, etc.). 

 

However, not every flight yielded useable data for all instruments of interest to this analysis. 

Therefore, flights for more in depth analysis were chosen based on the availability and quality of 

data from the PSAP, PAS, and AMS with simultaneous measurements. It is necessary to have 

data from all three instruments in order to compare the PAS and PSAP absorption measurements 

and then relate the comparison to the AMS chemical composition and concentration data. 

Without each of these components available, only partial inferences could be made. Table 3.1 

gives details of the chosen flights; including the date, location, and scientific objectives from 

each.  

 

The flight tracks of the days included in the analysis are shown in figure 3.1. As described in 

table 3.1, theses flights vary in scientific aim, as well as location. The city of Los Angeles was 

flown over a number of times; it was of particular interest due to the large population of just 

under 3,800,800 people (US Census Bureau, 2010) and the associated pollution and emissions. 

Rural areas, such as the agricultural regions within the San Joaquin Valley, were also explored. 

Air masses from the Pacific Ocean and coastal characteristics were also considered during a 

number of flights. 
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Figure 3.1: The flight tracks of the 8 CalNex flights utilized in analysis. Regions are labeled in italics, with cities 

distinguished by points. Of the 8 flights, 5 were concentrated within the Los Angeles region with 3 flights outside of this 

area. Flight times varied by scientific aim, as described in table 3.1.  

 

Table 3.1: The flight dates, locations, and scientific aim utilized in analysis of the CalNex field campaign. Of the 21 flights 

over southern California in the campaign, 8 were chose for this investigation. Selection was based in the availability of the 

PSAP, PAS, and AMS data in order to make instrument comparisons of absorption (σap) measurements and relate to the 

AMS chemical composition and concentration data.  

Flight Day Day of Year Location Aim 

May 19, 2010 139 Los Angeles Region Observe aging of LA plume from east to west 

May 30, 2010 150 Los Angeles Nighttime and Sunrise chemistry 

May 31, 2010 151 Los Angeles Region 
Nighttime and Sunrise chemistry; pollution plume export 

to Mojave Desert and Salton Sea 

June 3, 2010 154 Los Angeles Region Nighttime chemistry; pollution plume export 

June 16, 2010 167 

San Joaquin Valley, 

Fresno, Bakersfield, 

Santa Barbara 

Survey of regions (urban and rural emissions), observe 

and compare planetary boundary layer in contrasting 

regions 

June 18, 2010 169 

San Joaquin Valley, 

Salinas Valley, Silicon 

Valley, Oakland 

Survey of mixed agriculture and dairy farm regions, 

Oakland emissions and plume export 

June 20, 2010 171 Los Angeles Region Observe aging LA plume 

June 22, 2010 173 
CA  Denver 

(Via Las Vegas) 

Pollution plume on way to and over Las Vegas, air 

quality over Grand Canyon, plumes from NM and CO 

forest fires 
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Data for aerosol absorption were collected at 3 wavelengths (467 nm (blue), 530 nm (green) and 

660 nm (red)) for the PSAP and 3 wavelengths (404 nm (blue), 532 nm (green), and 659 nm 

(red)) for the PAS. Aerosol extinction was measured via the CRDS at 3 wavelengths (405 nm, 

532 nm, and 662 nm) and at various relative humidites (10%, 70%, and 95%). However, only the 

green wavelengths are utilized within this analysis due to the unavailability of data from the blue 

and red PAS and CRD wavelengths.  

 

3.1.2: Data Analysis Technique: CalNex 

Each of the instruments of interest onboard the CalNex flights have different methods for 

obtaining the final measurements. Certain potential artifacts, manufacturing discrepancies, 

instrument sensitivities, etc. have to be empirically accounted for in final, corrected 

measurements.  

 

As mentioned in section 2.2.3, the filter-based mechanisms require a number of empirical 

corrections to be applied to the raw data output. The PSAP data has the Weiss correction 

(equation 4) built within the instrument’s output by the manufacturer. Following this, the PSAP 

requires the application of equation 5 to correct for differences in spot sizes and potential for 

overestimation of absorption by the influence of scattering particles (Bond et al., 1999; Ogren, 

2009). Because there was no direct measurements of aerosol scattering on-board the WD-P3, the 

scattering coefficient must be obtained via equation 15 for the correction applied from Bond et al 

(1999). For comparison purposes, the CTS correction scheme was also applied to the filter-based 

data set (equation 7 and 8). The scattering coefficient was calculated for the purposes of the 

Bond and CTS Correction schemes via: 

 

                      

                            (15) 

For the corrections and calibration techniques of the other onboard instruments, the reader is 

referred to more detailed sources of descriptions of the instruments and their operation (e.g., 

Lack et al., 2012; Langridge et al., 2011). The PAS utilized in the CalNex campaign is described 

in greater detail in the Lack et al. (2012), and the CRDS utilized in the CalNex campaign is 

detailed in the companion paper by Langridge et al. (2011). It is important to note that 

precautions to stabilize the instruments from airplane noise levels were a priority during this 
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campaign. This was in order to minimize any errors in measurements, due to the instruments’ 

utilization of acoustic resonance for measurement.  

 

After the empirical corrections are applied to the filter-based methods, all data are examined for 

potential spikes and noise. This process is done within the NOAA aerosols group data analysis 

interface CPX2, where the entire flight dataset can be visually inspected for all parameters 

simultaneously. Here, edits can be made by the user to invalidate certain instances within the 

flight where obvious unreasonable peaks are noted, followed by a note of justification in a 

message log. Once the editing of data was completed, the data sets were then passed as final and 

could be extracted for use in Interactive Data Language (IDL; Exelis Visual Information 

Systems, Boulder, Colorado). For each flight, 30 second averaged data files were generated, with 

subsequent scripts created for further statistical analysis within the IDL program. PSAP data 

were limited in use by laboratory-defined instrument-to-noise levels, as discussed in 4.1.1. 

 

3.2: Experimental Design and Analysis: NOAA Laboratory Experiment  

3.2.1: Experimental Design: NOAA Laboratory Experiment 

 
Figure 3.2: A portion of the NOAA experimental set up, showing the CLAPs, PSAPs, CPC, and mixing chamber. Photo 

credit: C. Walsh.  

 

As discussed in section 2.6.2, the matrix of tests established for the NOAA laboratory 

experiment was specific and extensive (partially pictured in figure 3.2). However, the dynamic 
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range of alterations in sampling conditions for testing of various hypotheses is beyond the scope 

of this report.  Rather, the material included here will be limited to a demonstration of how the 

filter-based methods measure compare to each other when operated simultaneously, as well as an 

applied example of the difference-based method as an absorption reference. As mentioned in 2.4, 

the difference-based method is often used as an absorption reference standard for the filter-based 

methods; it is therefore essential to explore results from pairs of instruments for which the 

difference method can be applied. For this section of the investigation, the instruments included 

the one of the 4 CLAPs, one of the 3 PSAPs (the same PSAP utilized in the CalNex campaign), 

the nephelometer, and the CAPS. 

 

 

Figure 3.3: The instrumental layout for the NOAA laboratory experiment. The investigation by the NOAA aerosols group 

was extensive in aim, requiring the wide range of instruments for analysis. For this investigation, analysis was focused on 

the scientific questions posed in section 1.4 Utilized instruments included CLAP #1, PSAP #1, the integrating 

nephelometer, and the CAPS.  

 

The schematic of the laboratory layout is depicted in figure 3.3. The left side of the figure shows 

the various methods for generating and sampling aerosol. Three types of aerosol, as well as 

filtered and ambient air, were introduced to the 60 liter mixing chamber via a network of 
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individual tubes connected at separate inlets. The 60 liter mixing chamber remained below 

ambient pressure, with the sample air being pulled out from instrument sampling lines at various 

flow rates. Maintaining this delicate balance required lengthy trial and error in pump and valve 

adjustments before and during sampling runs.  

 

White aerosol particles were generated from a dilute solution of ammonium sulfate in filtered 

water by means of a commercially-available ultrasonic humidifier. The output of the humidifier 

was mixed with dry, filtered air in order to assure efficient delivery of the aerosol sample 

through the sample lines and to the mixing chamber. Ammonium sulfate is an ideal white aerosol 

because it has negligible absorption in the visible wavelengths and assumes a near-spherical 

shape when dry. Measurement of the white aerosol run will assist in the better quantification of 

absorption artifacts; where up to several inverse Mm of “absorption” can be measured due to 

scattering effects of a purely scattering aerosol. Black aerosol was generated with fullerene soot 

diluted with distilled water via a nebulizer. This method, as opposed to black soot generated via 

kerosene lamp burning, is ideal due to the stability in particle size and gradual growth and 

decline in number. The mixed aerosol was a combination of these two methods. Both the white 

and black aerosol generators were equipped with separate sampling lines to minimize unintended 

mixing prior to delivery at the mixing chamber.    

 

Generated aerosol particles were delivered to the mixing chamber, where the CPC and SEMS 

sampled off additional sampling ports in order to measure the particle number concentration and 

the size distribution, respectively. Within the mixing chamber, three fans served to circulate the 

sample so that it was well-mixed prior to sampling by the multiple instrument connected to the 

chamber. Each run was defined by the type of particle generated, the intended SSA, the flow rate 

of the sample, and the level of filter transmittance reached.  

 

3.2.2: Data Analysis Technique: NOAA Laboratory Experiment  

Table 3.2 shows the aerosol types, materials, and run comments for the runs utilized in the data 

analysis. Ambient and filtered air runs were not utilized for the analysis due to the very clean 

nature of the aerosol. The air sampled in Boulder, Colorado yields low absorption levels, and the 

“real atmosphere” test for aerosol instrumentation has already been explored via the CalNex 

analysis. Typically, a filtered air run is utilized for better instrument calibration and 
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understanding of instrument noise. As such, the filter air run was utilized in order to establish the 

instrument-to-noise for the PSAP used for the CalNex campaign (discussed in section 4.1.1), but 

not utilized in further analysis. For the experimental runs included here, the flow rates were not 

altered to test for variation in filter penetration as mentioned in section 2.6.2 and remained a 

consistent distribution to all instruments of about 30 l/min for each run.  

 

Table 3.2: Descriptions of the runs from the NOAA laboratory experiment utilized in the analysis. One of each type of 

aerosol run was utilized in analysis, excluding the ambient and filter-based air runs. The generated material and run 

comments are listed.  

Aerosol Type Generated Material Run Comments 

White Ammonium Sulfate (AS) AS deposited on fresh filter 

Black Fullerene Soot (FS) 
Transmittance dropped to 0.67 

on filter-based instruments 

Mixed (Grey) AS + FS 
Transmittance dropped to 0.50 

on filter-based instruments 

White on Grey 
AS on top of 

previously-deposited AS + FS 
AS laid on top of grey overnight 

 

 

Corrections for the filter-based instruments applied in the laboratory experiment are the same as 

described above in section 3.1.2. Both the Bond correction scheme and the CTS correction 

scheme are considered, most specifically for the conditions where the Bond correction scheme 

has suggested issues in accuracy (discussed in section 2.6.2). The integrating nephelometer was 

corrected for truncation errors assuming submicron distribution (Anderson and Ogren, 1998). All 

instruments were adjusted to report at standard temperature and pressure (STP) conditions (0° C, 

1013.25 hPa). For all other instrument calibrations and corrections, readers are referred to the 

references associated with instrument descriptions within the background sections 2.2.4 and 

2.6.2b.  

 

Before data analysis, all instruments utilized in the laboratory were wavelength adjusted to 656 

nm; the standard operating wavelength for the CAPS. Since the single wavelength CAPS was an 

integral part of the reference absorption measurement, all other instruments were adjusted to the 

red wavelength for simplicity in analysis. Data were first run through a “quick plots” and “quick 

statistics” script developed for R (an open-source statistical data analysis program), to provide 

first looks at the experiment data at the end of a run. These figures were not only beneficial in 

identifying potential issues with laboratory activities (i.e., undesired changes in flow or aerosol 

characteristics) and decision making for subsequent runs, they also assisted in determining which 
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runs provided valid data for analysis. Analysis of laboratory data is similar to what has been 

previously described in section 3.1.2. Data were inspected in the CPX2 program to edit spikes 

and identify sub-run segments. Once data editing was completed, the R script to generate figures 

and statistics was re-run for one minute averages on the edited data and it is these results that 

were evaluated. For the lab experiment, the R and CPX2 figures will be utilized, while CalNex 

analysis will rely on the IDL figures and statistics. 

 

The reference absorption for the laboratory experiment was obtained from the difference method.  

For this, the σap is obtained from the extinction measured from the CAPS minus the scattering 

measured from the integrating nephelometer.  

 

                        

                            (16) 
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4. Results and Discussion 

4.1: CalNex Results and Discussion:  

4.1.1: PSAP versus PAS Measurements during Concurrent Sampling  

With an instrument noise level of 1.1 Mm
-1

 for 30 second averages, as determined in laboratory 

testing of instrument-to-noise levels, the justification to limit the analysis to σap greater than 1 

Mm
-1

 is justified. Only absorption data above the instrument noise level is utilized. The 

investigation was also limited by CRDS extinction measurements; only when extinction levels 

were greater than 10 Mm
-1

 (which corresponds to σap of 1 Mm
-1

 for an assumed SSA of 0.9) 

were absorption values considered. Extinction levels below 10 Mm
-1

 are an indication of very 

clean air measurements. During clean area periods, genuine observation of the variability 

between instruments is difficult to distinguish. Therefore, excluding these ranges of 

measurements provide a more clear depiction of similarities and differences in measurements for 

the bulk of the data collected.  

 

 

Figure 4.1: Regression between the PSAP and the PAS absorption coefficient (σap) in 30-second averages for all analyzed 

flights in CalNex. The instruments are linearly correlated with a slope of 0.80 and an R2 of 0.70. 
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The comparison between the PSAP and the PAS absorption coefficient (σap) for all flights 

analyzed (for 30 second averages) is shown in figure 4.1. The PSAP and the PAS are linearly 

correlated, with the slope for the entire dataset of 0.80 and an R
2
 value of 0.70. The equation for 

the least fit line is y=0.80x+0.36, with the PSAP absorption tending to be less than the PAS 

absorption. If the two instruments agreed perfectly, the data points would fall on the 1:1 line 

where the slope would be 1.0 and there is no offset. 

 

 

Figure 4.2: Time series example of data collection in by the PSAP and PAS for a segment of the June 16th, 2010 (DOY 

167) flight. Both instruments follow closely in shape and magnitude of σap measurements. The PSAP was subject to 

periodic zeroing for calibration purposes; however, these instances are not included in further analysis.  

 

An example of the absorption data collected from the PSAP and PAS simultaneously while 

operating under the same conditions is shown in figure 4.2. The periodic zeroing in the PSAP 

measurements occurred at regular intervals in order to assist in the calibration of resonance 

properties of the PAS and CRDS (however, these zeroing periods are not included within the 

regression analysis to follow). It is clear that the σap values from both instruments follow each 

other closely in shape and magnitude. This is a typical characteristic for the entire dataset. 

However, variances in measurement occur throughout the time series where further examination 

is appropriate in order to clarify any potential biases and/or remedies for divergence. Day 167 

(June 16
th

, 2010) depicted in 4.2 was a flight where a substantial portion of the investigation was 

flown over the agricultural regions of the San Joaquin Valley, with flight time over the cities of 

Fresno and Bakersfield, as well as the Pacific Ocean. Despite the variability in potential aerosol 

type within these regions, the measurements from the PSAP and PAS instruments were well 

correlated throughout (had the CLAP been fully functional during the CalNex field campaign, it 
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would have been expected to be nearly in-sync with the PSAP measurements, as shown in 

laboratory experiment results). It is not expected that the PSAP and PAS instruments should 

report an identical data stream (as is evident during the first 30 minutes of the flight in figure 

4.2).  

 

 

Figure 4.3: Aerosol σap levels based on altitude for the PSAP (blue diamonds) and PAS (red asterisks). Most of the 

atmospheric aerosol burden resides within the planetary boundary layer (0 to ≈ 1000 m), where a fairly constant 

concentration is maintained due to turbulent processes. Plumes, such as the one that occurred on DOY 173 (to be further 

discussed in section 4.1.2), have to potential to be pushed aloft to higher altitudes. 

 

As mentioned in section 1.1, aerosols within the atmosphere are highly variant on spatial and 

temporal scales. It is therefore an important consideration during airborne studies to identify in 

which altitude ranges the greatest burden of aerosols resides. Figure 4.3 shows the aerosol σap 

levels based on altitude for both the PSAP and the PAS. This figure illustrates how aerosols are 

mostly observed within the planetary boundary layer or “mixed layer” (0 to ≈ 1000 m) where 

turbulent processes maintain a fairly constant concentration profile, with the potential for plumes 

to be aloft at higher altitudes. A greater range of σap is observed within the planetary boundary 

layer, with an obvious decline in absorption between 1000 and 2000 m. Higher levels of σap were 

observed between 2500-3000 m, which has been determined to be an altitude where plumes from 
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distant forest fires were detected (DOY 173; to be discussed in greater detail in section 4.1.2). 

The development of regional vertical profiles from aircraft studies and lidar measurements can 

be coupled with on-ground and long-term research findings to establish a more comprehensive 

view of atmospheric constituents (Arnott et al., 2006; Kahn et al., 2009). As figure 4.3 suggests, 

the pollution of the Los Angeles and Southern California area can be affected by sea breezes and 

the nearby mountain range, often causing plumes to be pushed aloft (Wakimoto and McElroy, 

1986; Lu and Turko, 1994). The concentration of these plumes will be related to the strength of 

the emission source, as well as the distance travelled from the source region. These distances can 

be quite large, despite the relatively short lifetimes of atmospheric aerosols. As stated in the 

atmospheric aerosol climate review by Kahn et al. (2009), particles traveling 5 m/s can travel up 

to 3000 km/week. Plume concentrations aloft will also be influenced by meteorological factors, 

such as wind speed, precipitation, and the depth of the mixed layer. Additionally, the altitude of 

the boundary layer is not constant over time and will fluctuate based on various conditions: 

location, season, terrain, etc. (Oke, 1978). Due to this potential heterogeneity within a vertical 

profile, scientific investigations via aircraft studies have indispensable value for the measurement 

of atmospheric components.  

 

As the data obtained through airborne aerosol investigations is so critical to atmospheric and 

climate studies, the evaluation of instrument performance when operated at altitudes and during 

changes in pressure is vital to this type of field-based study. For this, a linear regression was 

developed depicting the relationship between the PSAP and the PAS based on measurements at 

different altitude ranges (figure 4.4). Figure 4.4 shows the results of comparison of the PSAP and 

PAS measurements for four different altitude levels, with the average absorption ratios (Rabs = 

σap,PSAP / σap,PAS) and standard deviations given in table 4.1. The analysis includes both level 

flight legs and profiles within their respective altitude ranges. A variety of correlation 

coefficients and Rabs between the instruments as a function of altitude is observed, yielding 

further insight on the instrument comparison in relation to the vertical absorption profile shown 

in figure 4.3.  
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Figure 4.4: Regressions between the PSAP and the PAS σap measurements based on four different altitude levels. The 

analysis includes both level flight legs and profiles within each altitude range.  

 

Table 4.1: The average absorption ratios (Rabs = σap,PSAP / σap,PAS) and standard deviations at the four different altitude 

ranges shown in figure 4.4.  

Altitude >3000 m 2000-3000 m 1000-2000 m <1000 m 

Absorption Ratio 

(Rabs) 
0.70 (± 0.18) 0.87 (± 0.23) 1.07 (± 0.44) 1.03 (± 0.37) 

 

The scatter of points in the 1000-2000m range, where the PSAP measured significantly higher 

absorption values than the PAS is due to a flight on May 19
th

 (DOY 139), where level flight was 

not often observed. These DOY 139 measurements occurred during significant ascents and 

descents, which suggests further investigation of pressure-related issues through the 

segmentation of flight characteristics into level legs and profiles (other possible reasons further 

discussed in section 4.1.2). However, this level of detailed analysis was not explored in this 

investigation, primarily because filtering the low instrument signal to noise ratio σap 

measurements resulted in a low number of observations to analyze at an altitude above 3000 m. 

Despite the small number of reasonable observations above 3000 m, it is apparent that the 
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measurements observed at this level are potentially below the detection limit. The uncertainty 

associated with these measurements would increase with altitude, due to potential instrument 

sensitivities to changes in pressure. As noted in section 2.3.1, certain measures were established 

to minimize the effect of pressure changes on the PAS instrument during in-flight conditions 

(Langridge et al., 2011; Lack et al., 2012). The PSAP measurements can also be effected by the 

changes in pressure, as the filter has the capacity to bend and thereby altering measurement 

properties (Anderson et al., 2003). However, this effect is considered negligible in most cases 

when pressure does not greatly fluctuate.  

 

 

Figure 4.5: The changes in Rabs based on pressure (ρ) (top) and relative humidity (RH) (bottom) for all analyzed CalNex 

flights. Levels of atmospheric aerosol extinction are distinguished to provide insight on “clean” or “dirty” air, which 

could potentially influence instrument variability.  

 

The change in the Rabs based on pressure (ρ) and relative humidity (RH) is investigated further in 

figure 4.5. Measurements observed during various levels of extinction are distinguished to yield 

insight on whether the sample was taken within “clean” or “dirty” air, which could also have 

influence on instrument variability during high or low ρ or RH. It’s apparent that the extinction 
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levels were mostly between 10-50 Mm
-1

 for these flights, yielding no clear pattern within these 

figures. Only a very slight pattern is observed, with the majority of measurements made during 

medium to high extinction levels occur during periods at higher ρ. This would be due to the 

higher pollution levels near the surface and within the mixing layer discussed earlier. The traces 

of observed absorption at lower pressure (i.e. higher altitude) are likely related to the plumes 

aloft shown in figure 4.3. Only a very slight tendency is also observed in figure 4.5 (bottom) in 

relation to extinction levels; however, it appears that levels of RH do not have a substantial effect 

on Rabs of measurements. It appears as though the changes in relative humidity have similar 

effects on both instruments, creating no obvious fluctuations in the values measured between 

them. One would assume that the measurements made in low RH would present the most stable 

results, with increasing uncertainty with rising RH levels; hence why samples are often dried 

before entering instrumentation (Arnott et al., 2003). At higher humidites there is a potential for 

liquids to reach the filter and alter its shape, possibly spreading and changing the dynamics of the 

measurement (Subramanian et al., 2007). It does however appear that the measurements 

distinguished by levels of extinction appear to split the distribution into two parts; with the low 

extinction corresponding to low RH and vice-versa for high extinction. This could be associated 

with the liquid-like coatings on higher-absorbing organic aerosols; however this is only 

speculation, as it appears that Rabs is not highly dependent on RH or ρ in this case.  It could also 

be the lower RH air is simply cleaner, and yields lower levels of absorption. In an airborne study 

over Asia conducted by Anderson et al. (2003), the PSAP sensitivities to RH and pressure were 

investigated via the consecutive measurements of two PSAP’s in flight. One of these was 

sampling outside air, while the other sampled only filtered air. This provided the opportunity to 

quantify PSAP sensitivity to pressure and RH. It was noted that humidity changes, even at low 

levels, will increase the PSAP noise. It was also shown that PSAPs perform the best in level 

flight legs, and ambient gradients of RH teamed with changes in altitude increase PSAP noise. In 

this regard, further analysis utilizing only level flight leg segments could prove beneficial for the 

CalNex campaign.  

 

4.1.2: Addressing the Potential Organic Aerosol Filter-Based Bias 

As mentioned in section 2.5, it has been suggested that potential biases in filter-based 

measurements can occur as a function of atmospheric organic aerosols; a concept first described 
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in detail by Subramanian et al. (2007) and Lack et al. (2008). The bias was not described as a 

consistent occurrence in all cases. However, many papers have cited this argument, claiming this 

bias to be a regular feature of filter-based collected data. The bias of filter-based measurements 

has been mentioned in a number of studies involving a filter-based instrument, as well as within 

the absorption instrument reviews by Moosmüller et al., 2009 and Müller et al., 2011. Since the 

publication of the ground-breaking Lack et al. (2008) paper, little evidence to refute this finding 

as a fixed characteristic of filter-based measurements has been explored or presented. Further 

analysis of this potential bias is essential, since the assumption that a filter-based instrument will 

report this bias under all conditions could prove detrimental to the acceptance of long-term 

records of absorption from PSAPs. Of course, the bias would need to be more aggressively 

addressed in existing and future data sets if it were found to occur in all cases. The development 

of a robust correction scheme would be essential. 

 

Table 4.2: The classification of organic aerosol (OA) based on the definitions utilized by Lack et al. (2008); first 

established by Zhang et al. (2007). The classification of “heavily polluted” (>12.5 µg m-3) is not utilized in further analysis, 

as the large majority of OA observed during the CalNex campaign remained in the “urban” category. Levels of OA above 

12.5 µg m-3 were only observed during one instance in the analyzed flights. 

Organic Aerosol Low OA Medium OA High OA Very High OA 

Classification Rural/ Remote Urban Downwind Urban Heavily Polluted 

AMS OA Mass (μg m
-3

) 0 to 2.5 2.5 to 5 5 to 12.5 >12.5 

 

Table 4.2 gives the classification of organic aerosol (OA), based on the definitions utilized by 

Lack et al. (2008), which were established by Zhang et al. (2007). However, the classification of 

“heavily polluted” (>12.5 µg m
-3

) has been omitted within this analysis, as levels of organics 

above 10 µg m
-3 

were not often observed within the CalNex campaign. The highest levels of 

>12.5 µg m
-3 

were observed only a very small number of times during the campaign; for 

instance, during flights over the heavily populated city of Los Angeles and during observations 

of forest fire plumes. Moreover, the occurrences become less in number when they are averaged 

in 30 second intervals. Therefore, the “heavily polluted” category was not included in this 

analysis and the single occurrence where organics are considered “heavily polluted” is analyzed 

within the “urban” category.  
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Figure 4.6: The ratio of the PSAP absorption to the PAS absorption (Rabs) as a function of the level of AMS OA mass 

concentration (left), where OA levels measured between 0-14 µg m-3. The counterpart figure from the Lack et al. (2008) 

(right) Houston investigation shows the observed filter-based bias as OA levels increased above 12.5 µg m-3. Figure 

reprinted with permission from American Association for Aerosol Research.  

 

Figure 4.6 (left) shows the ratio of the PSAP absorption to the PAS absorption (Rabs) as a 

function of the level of AMS OA mass concentration. The CalNex dataset measured OA 

concentrations between 0-14 µg m
-3

. This contrasts with figure 4.6 (right) (from Lack et al. 

(2008) during the TexAQS-GoMACCS campaign in Houston, Texas), where the organics 

reached levels of 22 µg m
-3

. Despite the organics concentration remaining under 11 µg m
-3

 for 

most of the CalNex campaign, an important distinction between these two field experiments can 

be noted. As the OA mass concentration increases, the CalNex dataset does not demonstrate an 

increasing trend in the ratio of absorption by the σap,PSAP /P σap,PAS nor are the Rabs values as high 

as those shown in the Lack et al. (2008) counterpart figure 4.6 (right). Thus bias in filter-based 

absorption measurement attributed to OA by Lack et al. (2008) does not appear to affect the 

CalNex dataset. The comparison of figure 4.6 (left) and the Lack et al. counterpart (4.6; right) 

suggests distinctly different results in terms of an OA bias for the two different campaigns. The 

CalNex campaign does not suggest an increase in Rabs upon reaching the levels of OA where the 

Houston campaign began to see a bias in the Rabs. During the CalNex campaign, the ratio 

actually appears to move closer to a value of 1 at higher OA. Overall, it does not appear that the 
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absorption measured by the PSAP during CalNex has a dependence on the level of organics 

within the sampled air.  

 

Figure 4.7: The regressions between the PSAP and PAS at four different levels of OA for all flights. Categories of OA are 

based on the same classification utilized in Lack et al. (2008), with the one occurrence of “highly polluted” OA levels 

(>12.5 µg m-3) included in “high OA” category.  

 

Table 4.3: The Rabs values and standard deviations for each category of OA analyzed in figure 4.7. 

 All Flights High OA Medium OA Low OA 

Absorption Ratio 

(Rabs) 
1.02 (± 0.38) 1.04 (± 0.58) 1.07 ±0.38) 0.97 (±0.37) 

 

In order to further investigate this finding, the separation of PSAP versus PAS measurements at 

different levels of OA (based on table R2 from Zhang et al. (2007)) are shown in figure 4.7. 

Table 4.3 gives the corresponding Rabs for each level of organics. As mentioned, the difference 

between the two instrument’s measurements becomes larger at lower levels of absorption. The 

lower levels in absorbing particles create more difficult conditions for discerning genuine 

differences between instrument performances, due to the instrument noise discussed in section 

4.1.1. These low levels of aerosol absorption are most prominently observed during flights at 
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night (DOY 150), over rural areas (DOY 167 and 169), and during periods of flights over the 

ocean (e.g. DOY 151). The aerosol observed during these time periods will potentially consist of 

more oxidized (aged) aerosol and secondary organic aerosol due to less distance from 

anthropogenic combustion emissions and greater influence by natural sources (Ng, et al., 2010). 

During the periods where higher OA levels are observed (>5 µg m
-3

), the Rabs (1.04) most closely 

resembles the overall average of 1.02, creating a point of contrast with the Lack et al. (2008) bias 

observed in the Houston Region. The materials generally observed in polluted regions will create 

a different range of absorption measurements due to the variance in emission types and 

secondary organic aerosol precursors. Despite the magnitude of OA during CalNex not being at 

the same level as in the Houston region, this creates an interesting opening for further discussion 

on where the differences may lie between the Houston versus Los Angeles investigations. 

 

Figure 4.8: Map of the defined Los Angeles, California metro region utilized in analysis. Boundaries were defined to 

include as much populated area as possible, while minimizing the amount of included ocean area. Area photo obtained 

from Google (public domain).  

 

Figure 4.8 shows the Los Angeles metro region defined for this analysis and investigated in 

greater detail below. As reported by the US Census Bureau (2010), the Los Angeles metro region 

is the 13
th

 largest in the world by population and the 2
nd

 largest within the United States. The Los 

Angeles-Long Beach-Riverside area (commonly known as the Greater Los Angeles Area) has an 
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estimated population of 17,786,419 as of the 2010 Census. In contrast, the Houston metro area is 

the 6
th

 largest in the United States, with an estimated population of 5,946,800 (US Census 

Bureau, 2010). The metro region of Los Angeles defined in this investigation has been defined to 

range from the West Hollywood-Rancho Palos Verdes line to the west, to the San Bernardino-un 

City the east. These boundaries were established in order to minimize the amount of included 

ocean-based aerosol, while maximizing the inclusion of populated regions. The chosen study 

area expands just beyond Riverside to include the San Bernardino area, as that area was often 

included within the CalNex flight tracks due to the variance in emission types from local 

industry and populations.  

 

 

Figure 4.9: The regression of the PSAP and the PAS for measurements obtained within the defined Los Angeles metro 

region (defined in figure 4.8). Levels of OA are distinguished to better associated Rabs values with associated OA 

concentration.  

 

Figure 4.9 shows the results of the regression analysis based on data only gathered within the 

defined boundaries of 4.8. The value of Rabs increases slightly from 1.02 in all flights to 1.11 

when limited only to measurements made within the Los Angeles region. Again the organics 

were distinguished to better discern the amount of OA associated with Rabs quantities. The Rabs 
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values limited to the Los Angeles region also do not appear to depend on the levels of organics 

based on figure 4.9. The range of observations scattered in figure 4.9 appears to have no obvious 

pattern hinting at a bias in PSAP measurements. 

 

This raises an interesting point of discussion: what characteristic of Houston’s OA is so 

markedly different from the Los Angeles OA? Both regions are heavily populated, with high 

degrees of anthropogenic influence. The Houston metropolitan area is home to a substantial 

amount of shipping and industry, yielding emission plumes that may not be as prevalent in the 

Los Angeles Region (Lack et al., 2008; Massoli et al., 2009a). However, the Los Angeles region 

is touted as one of the most heavily polluted regions in the United States (American Lung 

Association, 2011). One important aspect which was not considered in the Houston campaign is 

the differences between daytime and nighttime chemistry, primarily due to photochemical 

effects. It is possible that the daytime emissions (i.e. traffic and other human-based activities), as 

well as subsequent atmospheric processing (e.g., photochemical reactions) play a role in the 

observation of the observed organic bias. Three out of the five analyzed flights where LA was 

either the direct focus or a significant portion of the flight were flown from the middle of the 

night to sunrise. This would mean the peak hours of pollution and photochemical response 

within the atmosphere would have been missed for these flights.   

 

Figure 4.10 investigates this potential for the bias dependence of photochemical activities by 

separating the daytime flights versus the nighttime flights; a notion that has not been previously 

investigated in past work. Here, a filter-based bias is now seen within the data, previously hidden 

in the comprehensive analysis of all flights. A Rabs value of 1.17 and a slope of 1.19 is seen 

during the daytime hours, yielding an important distinction from the overall analysis. During the 

nighttime hours, a Rabs of 1.08 and a slope of 0.57 are observed, suggesting no bias towards the 

filter-based instrument. This finding is further investigated in figure 4.11, where the two daytime 

flights are considered individually. 
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Figure 4.10: The regression between the PSAP and PAS during flights within the defined Los Angeles metro region 

(figure 4.8) during the daytime (top) and nighttime (bottom) flights. For the first time in analysis, a bias to the filter-based 

PSAP appears (top), suggesting potential differences in day versus night σap measurements.  

 

Figure 4.11: Regressions of the PSAP and the PAS for daytime flights over the Los Angeles metro region. A bias to the 

filter-based PSAP appears on May 19 (DOY 139; right), but is not apparent on June 20th (DOY 171; left). This difference 

indicates other factors of influence must be considered to determine cause of bias.  
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The breakdown of the two daytime flights over the LA region (excluding the flight back to 

Colorado on June 22, 2010 (DOY 173) due to lack of time spent within the area) is shown in 

figure 4.11. It is immediately striking that the observed bias is only present during May 19, 2010 

(DOY 139) (figure 4.11; left) and is not apparent on June 20, 2010 (DOY 171) (figure 4.11; 

right). Separating the daytime flight data into the individual flights shows that the bias only 

occurs on DOY 139, where virtually equal levels of medium and high OA are observed. DOY 

139 yields a Rabs of 1.34 and a slope of 0.99 with the linear fit to the data lying above the 1:1 line 

due to a substantial offset (~1.8). This hints at a fairly strong indication of some sort of bias. 

DOY 171, however, has a Rabs value of 0.94 and a slope of 0.72. Both daytime flights were 

generally in the same region and at the same time of day (12:00-18:00). This hints that there 

other factors to consider when determining whether or not the potential filter-based bias is 

dependent on photochemical activities and further demonstrates the wide-variety of influences 

that may impact a measurement. The presence of a PSAP bias on DOY 139 suggests that some 

aspect of the conditions on that day that did not exist or were not as prevalent on DOY 171. 

 

The total mass spectra measured from the AMS are shown in figure 4.12. It’s clear that there 

were significant observed differences in the AMS spectra on DOY 139 (left) and 171 (right).  

 

Figure 4.12: The total mass spectra from the AMS for DOY 139 (left) and DOY 171 (right). Significant differences in the 

NO3
-/ OA may indicate different processing histories and could potentially be utilized as a proxy for the atmospheric age 

of sampled particles.  
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Most notably, the ratio of nitrate (NO3
-
 ;blue line) to OA (pink line) mass appears to be higher on 

DOY 139 and lower on DOY 171.  As seen in figure 4.12, the levels of organics were 

comparable for both days; however, the elevated levels of NO3
-
 on DOY 139 may hint at a 

difference in the age of the sample. The increased levels of NO3
-
 suggest a higher level of 

oxidation within the aerosol, suggesting that the aerosol sampled on DOY 139 differed in 

processing history from that of DOY 171. Although NO3
-
 correlates well with aged air masses, 

the presence of nitrate does not stand alone as an indication of an aged aerosol (Ulbrich et al., 

2009). This could be related to emissions of nitrate from anthropogenic combustion sources or 

agricultural regions outside the metro area. In order to truly establish if the NO3
- 

is due to 

oxidation, further analysis involving gas phase sample constituents would be appropriate. For 

instance, the ratio of NO3
-
 to CO could potentially be used as a proxy to define oxidation, as CO 

is a prevalent gas in the atmosphere with an atmospheric lifetime around one year (Seinfeld and 

Pandis, 2006). The oxygen to carbon ratio (O:C ratio) could also be investigated, as aged air 

masses will typically have higher O:C values (Ng et al., 2010). Alternatively, the utilization of 

the ratio of NOz (NOy – NOx) to NOy (gas-phase reactive nitrogen) as a determinant of the 

transition to an aged particle for this field campaign is considered by Langridge et al. (2012; 

paper submitted). This ratio will be around zero for freshly emitted NOx and around one for 

aged, highly oxidized samples which would be associated with HNO3.  

 

Another means for determining the age of the sample plume could be through the distinction 

between oxygenated organic aerosol (OOA) and hydrocarbon-like organic aerosol (HOA) (this 

technological ability is available within the AMS instrumentation; however, data were not 

available for this particular campaign). The OOA and HOA observed will vary based on the 

meteorological and mass transport conditions, abundance of secondary OA precursors, and level 

of aging due to photochemical processes. Various influences such as 24-hour temperature 

fluctuations, movements of air masses, or proximity to industrial emissions affect the observed 

OOA and HOA properties (Ng et al., 2010). These properties could be relevant to the suggested 

organics bias as the age of the particles will have effects on hydroscopic tendencies and volatility 

of any developed coatings (Moosmüller et al., 2009). For instance, when a BC particle is first 

emitted, it is hydrophobic in nature. As the particle ages, a coating of organics can develop 

around the particle, altering the nature of the original material. An affinity for water develops as 
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the particle ages, typically developing within the timespan of one day (Cooke and Wilson, 1996; 

Moosmüller et al., 2009). If the aerosols sampled on DOY 139 were more aged than those 

sampled on DOY 171 (and therefore, more susceptible to a liquid-like coating), the source of the 

bias could be related to the alteration of the particles as deposited on the filter (Subramanian et 

al., 2007). It is possible that the particles collected on DOY 171 were more freshly-emitted, 

hydrophobic materials that did not exhibit this morphing characteristic upon filter deposition. 

Levels of observed BC were considerable for these two days, with DOY 171 exhibiting more 

significant fluctuations, possibly relating to fresher source material. However, this conclusion is 

only speculation as further investigation into this insight is limited by the availability of relevant 

data. 

 

It can also be noted in figure 4.11 that the medium and high OA material appears to exhibit the 

same level on influence on the bias. This raises the question if the bias is related to the OA level 

at all, or if the exhibited bias is due to some other factor. As mentioned in section 4.1.1, it is 

possible the bias is caused by pressure-related influences from changes in altitude. However, the 

dependence on altitude was considered, but limiting data only observed within 500-700m in 

height did not remove the bias.  

 

Another opportunity to investigate a potential organics bias occurred outside of the Los Angeles 

region on June 22
nd

, 2010 (DOY 173). During this particular flight, higher levels of organics 

were observed. The flight documented pollution plumes over the city of Las Vegas, as well as 

aged plumes from distant forest fires in New Mexico and Colorado. Figure 4.13 depicts a 

segment of a flight on DOY 173, which was the transit flight back to the NOAA facilities in 

Colorado. This particular segment was chosen not only for the higher levels of organic material, 

but also the close-to-level horizontal flight pattern maintained during the peaks in absorption. 

This flight provides the opportunity to analyze any potential pressure-related discrepancies in 

measurements. During this time, it does not appear that the PSAP absorption measurements are 

markedly higher than the PAS. In fact, it is interesting to note that the PAS absorption is slightly 

higher than the PSAP absorption at various moments in this flight segment, including when the 

highest organic mass concentration (14 µg m
-3

 (based on 30 second average)) is observed at. 
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Figure 4.13: A flight segment for June 22nd, 2010 (DOY 173) depicting the PSAP and PAS measurements, as well as the 

observed levels of organics (top). Levels of OA are on the same scale as absorption but in μg m-3. This segment was not 

only chosen for the higher levels of OA, but also the near level-flight pattern. This may reduce the potential for any 

pressure-related discrepancies.  

 

This particular segment is the observation of a forest fire plume from New Mexico. During the 

organic mass concentration peaks, both the PAS and the PSAP remain very close in agreement 

but alternate in which has higher reported absorption. This is the period where the highest levels 

of organics for the analyzed portion of the CalNex campaign are seen and where one might 

expect to see indications of the potential filter-based bias due to organic aerosol. A short time 

later, even greater levels of organics were observed, reaching almost 20 μg m
-3

. Unfortunately, 

not all data were available for analysis during this time and further investigation was not 

possible. These peaks are further investigated in figure 4.14, where the linear regression between 

the PSAP and PAS measurements during these specific peaks are analyzed. 
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Figure 4.14: The regression between the PSAP and the PAS during the highest observed levels of OA in the analyzed 

CalNex flights, reaching a peak of 14 μg m-3. Despite this peak, a bias to the filter-based PSAP does not result.  

 

Figure 4.14 shows the relationship between the PSAP and the PAS during the period of high 

organics on DOY 173. During the highest level of organics seen within the analyzed data, the 

Rabs value is lowered from all flights to 0.92, and the slope is decreased to 0.77. Again, the 

potential bias does not appear to be present. In fact, a Rabs value of 0.92 implies that the PAS σap 

was about 10% higher than the PSAP σap. This is an interesting finding, as having observed the 

potential for an organic bias during a daytime flight in Los Angeles, it would seem reasonable to 

assume the bias would be present during the apex of observed OA levels. This further implies 

that there are a number of influences to consider when analyzing the conditions that occur during 

measurement and their possible effects on the outcome. For example, figure 4.15 considers the 

total organics as a part of the entire aerosol mass concentration. 

 

 In the Lack et al. (2008) paper which first described a potential bias in filter-based 

measurements due to artifacts from OA, only the amount of OA was considered. However, the 
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closer investigation of the mass fraction of organics (e.g. total organic mass/total AMS mass) 

could potentially be an important aspect to consider as well. 

 

 

Figure 4.15: The change in Rabs as a function of organic mass fraction, where the OA mass is normalized by dividing the 

total AMS mass concentration. The data appears to be a bit noisy, but Rabs appears to fluctuate around 1. 

 

Figure 4.15 shows the change in the Rabs as a function of organic mass fraction. For this, the total 

quantity of organics is normalized by dividing the total amount of mass concentration (including 

Cl
-
, NH4

+
, SO4

-
, and NO3

-
). The data appears to be a bit noisy, but the Rabs fluctuates around the 

value of 1. It is apparent that the region between 0.4 and 0.8 of total organics/total concentration 

and below a Rabs of 1 is where an abundance of data falls and remains the closest to unity. As 

evidenced by figure 4.15, the total amount of organics relative to the total AMS concentration 

does not appear to affect the Rabs in any systematic way. This remains an important finding, as 

the potential for the amount of OA relative to the total AMS mass as an influence of a bias was 

overlooked in the Houston data. However, as demonstrated by the differences in organics by 

region, it could become an issue of greater importance within other locales (see figure 5.1 in 

section 5 for further illustration of this). The large variability in the composition of global 
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aerosols implies that the [OA] / [total AMS] could exert a more substantial influence on a 

regional basis. 

  

 

Figure 4.16: The change in Rabs as a function of the 4 other AMS components (SO4-, NH4+, NO3-, and Cl-) for all the 

analyzed CalNex flights. It does not appear that these AMS components effect Rabs in a systematic way.  

 

The influences of the other AMS components are considered individually in figure 4.16. As is 

evident by the R
2
 values of 0.013, 0.023, 0.018, and 0.0035 for SO4

-
, NH4

+
, NO3

-
, and Cl

-
 

respectively in figure 4.16, non-OA components of the AMS do not yield significant influence 

on the ratios of the PSAP and PAS σap. These ions are all hygroscopic; however, since the 

instruments were operated under low RH, liquid water would be assumed to have a minimal 

effect. This is to be expected, as the absorption by aerosols is said to be enhanced through the 

liquid-like coatings that encompass atmospheric organic aerosols, due to the potential to spread 

upon filter deposition (Subramanian et al., 2007). None of these other AMS mass concentration 

components would be expected to possess such a coating, and therefore, would not create the 

same potential issues proposed for organic concentrations. As discussed earlier, the presence of 

these materials remains important to consider, since they yield an indication of sources and 
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atmospheric processing history. The lack of effect of these AMS components could be due to 

analyzing all flight collectively, as influence may vary based on conditions during each flight (as 

discussed previously for DOY 139).  

 

4.1.3: CTS Correction Comparison with Bond Correction 

As mentioned in section 2.6.2, another concern of uncertainty with filter-based measurements 

and the comparison to other methods for absorption measurement is the applications of empirical 

corrections schemes to yield final values of σap. It is commonplace for the Bond Correction to be 

utilized for the adjustment of filter-based absorption measurements. However, faults in this 

empirical calculation have the potential to cause further errors in measurement, limiting the 

accuracy in derived σap (Bond et al., 1999; Virkkula et al., 2005a; Lack et al., 2008). For this 

reason, various other methods of correction have been considered, with the CTS correction 

algorithm the focus for this investigation (section 2.2.3b). It is possible that addressing the 

uncertainties associated with the empirical corrections could give rise to a more consistent 

absorption measurement from filter-based instruments. 

 

 

Figure 4.17: The regression between the CTS corrected PSAP and the Bond corrected PSAP for all flight analyzed in 

CalNex. From this figure, the use of the CTS correction instead of the Bond correction does not display obvious benefits. 
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The previous results for CalNex PSAP and PAS comparison have utilized the Bond et al. (1999) 

correction scheme to correct the PSAP data. Further assessment of PSAP to PAS measurement 

agreement can be performed utilizing the CTS correction scheme. Figure 4.17 shows a 

comparison of the PSAP data for both correction algorithms. With an R
2
 value of 0.99 and a 

slope of 0.90, the Bond Corrected PSAP and the CTS Corrected PSAP are within 10% of each 

other. This difference could prove significant in some applications, if the conditions that hinder 

the accuracy of the regularly-used Bond Correction are the cause.  It is obvious from figure 4.17 

that the CTS correction will not significantly change the output from the Bond correction, as 

both corrections follow closely with each other. This is informative, as any noteworthy 

divergences under ‘normal’ conditions might discourage the utilization of the novel correction 

scheme.  

 

Despite reaching a conclusion that the suggested PSAP bias to organics is not apparent within 

the majority of the CalNex data, it is important to consider all potential ways in which the 

suggested bias could be identified. In a continuation of the CTS versus Bond correction scheme 

analysis, the novel CTS correction scheme for filter-based measurements is applied to the 

CalNex PSAP data to determine if a more theoretically rigorous/complex correction leads to an 

identification of bias in the PSAP measurements (figure 4.18). 

 

Figure 4.18 shows the companion figure to 4.7, where the PSAP versus the PAS regression is 

considered based on levels of OA. When compared with the Bond correction shown in figure 

4.7, it can be seen that the Rabs (σap,CTS/ σPAS) values, as well as the correlation and slope values 

shift only very slightly for this dataset. With the application of the CTS correction scheme to the 

PSAP data, as opposed to the regularly-utilized Bond Correction, shifts the agreement for all 

flights from an R
2
 value of 0.70 to 0.63 and the slope from 0.80 to 0.71. While this 10% 

difference appears to not be a considerable difference, this provides insight towards its potential 

application for PSAP corrections. As such, any obvious benefits of using the CTS correction 

over the Bond correction for the CalNex dataset are not clear from these results. The resulting 

Rabs
 
values are not significantly different compared with those obtained with the utilization of the 

Bond correction. 
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Figure 4.18: The regressions for the CTS corrected PSAP and the PAS for all flights (top left), with the OA levels 

distinguished in the three categories utilized for analysis (described previously in table 4.2). As can be seen in these 

figures, the utilization of the CTS correction versus the Bond correction for filter-based measurements does not yield 

obvious benefit to this analysis.  

 

Table 4.4: The Rabs (σap,CTS/ σPAS) values obtained using the CTS correction (top), with the companion measurements from 

table 4.3 with Rabs (σap,Bond/ σPAS) values with Bond correction for all analyzed CalNex flights.  

 All Flights High OA Medium OA Low OA 

Absorption Ratio (Rabs) 

using CTS correction 
1.05 (± 0.41) 0.99 (± 0.35) 1.06 ±0.41) 1.08 (±0.46) 

Absorption Ratio (Rabs) 

using Bond correction 
1.02 (± 0.38) 1.04 (± 0.58) 1.07 ±0.38) 0.97 (±0.37) 

 

Both the high OA and low OA Rabs
 
values shift, from 1.04 to 0.99 and 0.97 to 1.08, respectively. 

These shifts are not monumental by any means, but still yield further insight into the 

uncertainties associated with ambient aerosol measurements. The application of the CTS 

correction scheme versus the Bond Correction scheme to the CalNex flights does not yield a 

conclusive “better option” between the two. Despite this, it does demonstrate how considering 

alternative methods from what is commonly applied could provide beneficial results in 

atmospheric aerosol measurement. 
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4.2: Laboratory Results and Discussion 

Table 4.5: Initial results from the NOAA laboratory experiment, showing mean σep and σsp from the CAPS and the 

nephelometer, the mean σap from filter-based instruments and the mean σap from the difference method reference for 

each of the four runs analyzed. All wavelengths are reported at the red (656 nm). Standard deviations and SSA are also 

given. 

Aerosol Type CAPS σep 

Mean (Mm
-1

) 

Neph σsp 

Mean (Mm
-1

) 

Ref σap  

Mean (Mm
-1

) 

PSAP σap 

Mean (Mm
-1

) 

CLAP σap 

Mean (Mm
-1

) 

SSA 

Mean 

White 508.7(±190.5) 536.6(±196.9) -27.9 -2.01 (±1.95) 0.09 (±2.81) 1.06 

Black 99.9 (±21.8) 47.7(±11.7) 52.3 54.8 (±12.8) 47.9 (±11.5) 0.48 

Mixed (Grey) 463.8 (±55.5) 456.1 (±55.6) 7.7 42.3 (±9.81) 37.4 (±7.80) 0.98 

White on Grey 107.78(±75.1) 112.79(±78.4) -5.01 2.82 (±1.67) 2.55 (±1.99) 1.05 

 
 

Table 4.5 shows the mean σep and σsp from the CAPS and the nephelometer, the mean σap from 

filter-based instruments and the mean σap from the difference method reference for each of the 

four runs analyzed here.  All values are reported at the red (656 nm) wavelength. The run’s 

average SSA (calculated from the nephelometer scattering and CAPS extinction) is also listed for 

better comprehension of run characteristics. The PSAP and CLAP are Bond corrected for the 

laboratory dataset, with the CTS correction utilized only for the comparison in section 4.2.2. 

There are obvious discrepancies found between the reference σap obtained via the difference 

method and the filter-based methods. Here, the white, mixed, and white on grey runs yield 

reference σap values that are vastly different those observed by the PSAP and CLAP. These 

results will be explored further, with discussion to follow in 4.2.3. 

 

4.2.1: Filter-based Comparison 

Originally, the intentions for the CalNex campaign was to provide an analysis of how well the 

PSAP and CLAP measure in comparison to each other. This sort of information is vital, as the 

phasing out of PSAP instruments in the NOAA network is scheduled to occur over the coming 

years. As it is intended that the CLAP become the standard filter-based instrument for absorption 

measurement in the NOAA observatories and laboratories, understanding the potential 

differences between these two filter-based instruments is vital. As mentioned, the CalNex 

campaign did not enable this sort of comparison due to issues with the CLAP deployment; 

however, results from filter-based instrumentation measurements are given from the laboratory 

experiment and a NOAA measurement station in the global network. As filter-based instruments 

are such an essential device for global aerosol absorption measurements, the inter-comparison of 

performance of the same instrument class can yield better understanding of associated 
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measurement uncertainty. As has already been discussed, filter-based instruments, such as the 

CLAP and PSAP, do not measure true σap and require empirical corrections to yield a measured 

σap. In order to lessen the uncertainty associated with filter-based σap, further observation of 

differences in measurement can provide opportunity for improved instrument capacity (Müller et 

al., 2009).  

 

Figure 4.19: Time series of the 4 CLAP and 3 PSAP σap measurements during the black aerosol run in the NOAA 

laboratory experiment. As expected, the instruments follow closely in structure and magnitude, with slight shift due to 

unit-to-unit variability. 

 

A comparison of these two instruments is given in figure 4.19, where the time series of measured 

absorption from all of the CLAPs and PSAPs at 656 nm during a black aerosol run is shown. The 

structure and magnitude of the absorption data is similar for both the PSAP and CLAP 

measurements. The slight variation in instrument outputs can be attributed to the unit-to-unit 

variability associated with each instrument. It would not be expected that each instrument would 

yield exactly identical measurements. However, figure 4.19 shows the definite similarities in 

instrument output.  

 

For the same black aerosol run, the linear regression between PSAP (#1) and CLAP (#1) is given 

in appendix figure A3. With a slope of 1.11, an R
2
 value of 0.99, and a Rabs (σap,CLAP/σap,PSAP) of 

0.87, it is clear that the PSAP and CLAP are closely linked in measurement of σap. 
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Measurements of the grey aerosol run yielded similar results with a Rabs of 0.88, an R
2
 of 0.99, 

and a slope of 1.25 (appendix figure A4). It is clear that the PSAP and the CLAP are closely 

correlated when absorbing aerosol are present within the sampled air.  

 

 
Figure 4.20: The regression between the CLAP (#1) and PSAP (#1) for the white aerosol run in the NOAA laboratory 

experiment. It is apparent that lower values of σap yield difficulties in distinguishing instrument performance. 

Compliment figures for the grey and black aerosol run given in appendix figure A3 and A4.  

 

In contrast to this, figure 4.20 shows the filter-based regression during a white run. With a Rabs of 

-0.05, an R
2
 of 0.04, and a slope of 0.13, it is immediately apparent that the relationship between 

the two is less defined than it was for the black and grey runs. This is due to an issue that has 

already been discussed in the CalNex results, i.e. low absorption levels make the differences 

between the two more difficult to discern. During a white aerosol run, where scattering is 

essentially equal to extinction, the measured absorption levels are assumed to be the apparent 

absorption coefficient (Bond et al., 1999). If the aerosol is a completely scattering one, such as 

the ammonium sulfate utilized in white runs, any measured absorption will be due to the 

influence of loading scattering particles on the filter.  
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Figure 4.21: The regression between the CLAP and PSAP instruments at the Bondville, Illinois observatory. This location 

yields good agreement between the filter-based instruments, as there is a significant concentration of absorbing aerosol 

for measurement. “Cleaner” regions (such as the Summit observatory in the Greenland) do not yield as strong of 

correlation.  

 

Figure 4.21 is a comparison of the PSAP and CLAP in ambient field conditions measured at the 

Bondville, Illinois observatory. The figure is based on the daily averages over the one year 

period from January 1
st
, 2011 to January 1

st
, 2012. In areas where there is significant aerosol to 

be measured, such as in Bondville, the PSAP and the CLAP track well. This is evident with a 

slope of 0.93 and a correlation of 0.97. In other locations where the air is extremely clean (such 

as the Summit station in Greenland), the differences between the two instruments is difficult to 

measure due to the low observed absorption coefficients.  

 

For further insight into unit-to-unit variability in the CLAP and PSAP instruments, a precision 

analysis is considered. To achieve this, the standard deviation over the mean is plotted as a 

function of the σap mean. Figure 4.22 is the precision of both the CLAP and the PSAP together 

for the black aerosol run after all corrections and edits are applied. The standard deviation over 

the mean as a function of the mean σap during the run shows the stability in instrument outputs in 
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comparison to each other. The stability of instrument output near a value of 0.05 indicates good 

relation between the instruments utilized in this laboratory experiment. 

 
Figure 4.22: The precision analysis between the CLAP (#1) and the PSAP (#1) during the black aerosol run in the NOAA 

laboratory experiment. The standard deviation/ mean as a function of the mean σap shows the stability of the instruments 

relative to another during the run.  

 

This indicates that with lower σap values, the precision between the instruments will also 

decrease. Had this figure shown a greater degree of variability in its spread, the precision of the 

instruments in contrast to each other would be questionable. Figure 4.22 is the CLAP and the 

PSAP together after all edits and corrections were applied. However, this analysis was also 

conducted for raw data without corrections in order to observe actual instrument output. The 

results of this analysis did not yield significantly different answers for the precision analysis, and 

therefore were not included. 

 

A crucial aspect of this filter-based, laboratory inter-comparison lies in the use of the same 

model of PSAP and CLAP utilized in NOAA’s observation network. In this regard, the statistics 

on instrument noise and precision gained within this study will be directly useful to those 
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utilizing the same manufacturer’s model of instruments at long term measurement sites (Müller 

et al., 2011).  

4.2.2: CTS Correction Comparison to Bond Correction 

 

Figure 4.23: The time series of σap for the CTS corrected and Bond corrected CLAP (#1) and PSAP (#1) during the white 

on grey aerosol run in the NOAA laboratory experiment. The utilization of the Bond correction during these conditions 

have potential overestimations of σap, as stated by (Bond et al. (1999); Virkkula et al. (2005a); Sheridan et al (2005); 

Ogren (2010). This run yields an excellent example of the potential benefits of utilizing the CTS correction scheme rather 

than the Bond correction. 

 

As mentioned in section 2.6.2, the Bond correction scheme has been questioned for accuracy in a 

number of absorption conditions (Bond et al., (1999); Virkkula et al., (2005a); Sheridan et al., 

(2005); Ogren (2010)). Here, a significant change in sampling condition is considered. Figure 

4.23 is the time series of the CLAP and PSAP, corrected with both the Bond and the CTS 

correction schemes for the white on grey aerosol run. During the peak, the σsp is around 270 Mm
-

1
, leveling off at around 70 Mm

-1
 as the influence of residual absorption decreases. It is clear that 

the CTS corrected σap is significantly lower than the Bond corrected, with an evident 

overestimation of σap by the Bond corrected measurements. This is further explored in the 

regressions to follow in figure 4.24 and appendix figure A5.  
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Figure 4.24: The regression between the CTS corrected PSAP (#1) and the Bond corrected PSAP (#1) for the white on 

grey aerosol run in the NOAA laboratory experiment. A potential overestimation by the Bond correction scheme is 

apparent during the changing conditions of this laboratory run. Compliment figures are given for the CLAP (#1) in 

appendix figure A5.  

 

Further comparison of the discrepancy is shown in figure 4.24, where the results of the Bond 

corrected PSAP versus the CTS corrected PSAP are depicted for the white on grey run. As 

mentioned, these abruptly-changed conditions have been shown to yield uncertain absorption 

measurements when the Bond correction is utilized. It’s clear that Bond correction absorption 

values are higher than those obtained when the measurements are corrected with the CTS. With a 

Rabs (σap,CTS/ σap,Bond) of 0.36 and a slope of 0.38, it is clear that there is a large potential 

overestimation by the Bond corrected PSAP. However, the two correction schemes remain 

closely correlated with an R
2
 of 0.96. The CLAP results for the two correction schemes (figure 

A5) are comparable, with a Rabs of 0.41, an R
2
 of 0.98, and a slope of 0.43.  

 

In contrast to the white on grey aerosol run, the black aerosol run yields much better agreement 

between the two correction schemes. Figure 4.25 displays the time series of the CTS and Bond 
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corrected PSAP and CLAP for black aerosol run. Similar to results from the CalNex campaign, 

the CTS and Bond corrections are more similar than in the abruptly-changed conditions of the 

white on grey aerosol run. 

 

Figure 4.26 gives the CTS and Bond corrected PSAP for the black aerosol run, yielding 

comparable results to the CalNex CTS regression in figure 4.17. As mentioned, the outcome of 

the two corrections schemes is more alike with a stable input of absorbing aerosol. 

  

 
Figure 4.25: The  σap time series for the CTS corrected and Bond corrected PSAP (#1) and CLAP (#1) instruments during 

the black aerosol run in the NOAA laboratory experiment. A clear benefit to utilizing the CTS correction over the Bond 

correction is not obvious in highly absorbing conditions.  

 

 The Rabs of 0.77 and slope of 1.05 shows that the CTS correction yields a slightly higher σap than 

the Bond corrected PSAP in this run. The correlation remains high with an R
2
 of 0.98. The 

CLAP showed similar results (appendix figure A6) with a Rabs of 0.96, and R
2
 of 0.99, and a 

slope of 0.92. Figures 4.24 and 4.26 show the variation in the CTS versus Bond corrected PSAP 

and CLAP for the 2 analyzed runs. It is not only clear that the measurements exhibit greater 
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noise in the white on grey aerosol run, but also that the difference between the two applied 

schemes is greater during this time. 

 
Figure 4.26: The regression between the CTS corrected PSAP (#1) and the Bond corrected PSAP (#1) for the black 

aerosol run in the NOAA laboratory experiment. As can be seen, the outcome of the two corrections schemes is more alike 

with a stable input of absorbing aerosol. The companion figure for the CLAP (#1) is given in the appendix figure A6.  

 

This is to be expected, since the CTS correction scheme aims to provide greater accuracy in σap 

values from filter-based instruments in when the properties of deposited particles significantly 

vary from newly sampled particles; a circumstance where the Bond correction falters (Müller et 

al., 2012; draft in progress). The time series shown in figure 4.23 provides an excellent 

illustration of why the CTS correction was developed. During the observed peak of σap, the Bond 

corrected PSAP measures around 6 Mm
-1

. Alternatively, the CTS corrected PSAP measures 

around 2 Mm
-1

. This factor of 2-3 difference shows how the CTS correction scheme will 

systematically lower the σap during these periods where Bond typically overestimates from the 

lack of consideration for what has previously been deposited on the filter.  The regression of the 

CTS versus Bond corrected PSAP for the white on grey is given in figure 4.24, where the R
2
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yields a high correlation of the two at 0.95, despite the Rabs of 0.36 and a slope of 0.39. 

Conversely, the regression generated for the black aerosol run shows that the CTS versus Bond 

correction schemes yield almost more similar σap results with a Rabs of 077 and a slope of 1.05. 

The R
2
 also indicates high relation of the two correction schemes at 0.98. As can be seen in  

figure 4.25 and figure 4.26, the use of CTS during sampling of aerosol with consistent optical 

properties and beginning with a clean filter is not as clearly beneficial as when used in conditions 

such as those depicted in figure 4.23 and 4.24.  

 

 

4.2.3: Difference Method as a Reference Absorption  

Müller et al. (2011) states that the measurement of aerosol absorption typically yields a greater 

amount of uncertainty than that of extinction or scattering. Both extinction and scattering occur 

in higher magnitudes than absorption, making them easier properties to measure. As σap is 

typically a very small fraction of σep (on the order of 10% in highly absorption regions (Seinfeld 

and Pandis, 2006)), the accurate measurement of absorption is a greater challenge. It is 

immediately apparent from table 4.5 that discrepancies were observed in the lab experiment with 

the difference method as the reference σap measurement. Both the white and grey aerosol runs 

produce a reference σap that greatly differs from the filter-based σap values. The white aerosol run 

yields a reference σap of -27.9 Mm
-1

, where the PSAP and the CLAP σap are -2.01 Mm
-1

and 0.90 

Mm
-1

, respectively. The results for the grey run are similar; with the reference σap at 7.7 Mm
-1

and 

the PSAP and CLAP σap at 42.3 Mm
-1

 and 37.4 Mm
-1

, respectively. In both cases the σsp 

measured by the nephelometer was likely higher than the actual scattering and/or the σep from the 

CAPS was likely lower than the actual extinction. It would be expected during a white aerosol 

run that σsp and σep would be almost exactly the same, since the aerosol is a highly-scattering 

one. An SSA of 1.05 indicates that the absorption is completely negligible and that extinction is 

entirely driven by scattering. Similar to that, the SSA of 0.98 during the grey run indicates 

conditions dominated by scattering. 
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Figure 4.27: Regression between the nephelometer scattering and the CAPS extinction during the white aerosol run of the 

NOAA laboratory experiment. During an almost entirely scattering aerosol run, it would be expected that the ratio 

between scattering and extinction would be 1. The 5% discrepancy has the potential to cause inconsistencies in the 

reference σap. 

 

Figure 4.27 shows the strong relationship between the scattering of the nephelometer versus the 

extinction of the CAPS during a white aerosol run. When measurements are made with an 

aerosol that is almost entirely a scattering material, it would be expected scattering should be 

approximately equal to extinction, as absorption in this scenario is negligible. This is apparent 

with an R
2
 value of 1.0 and a slope of 1.04. However, during a white aerosol run, the ratio 

between extinction and scattering would be expected to be 1. This indicates the nephelometer 

scattering measurement is 5% higher than the CAPS extinction. 

 

 What can be seen in figure 4.28 is that the scattering is measuring just above the extinction; a 

physical impossibility that would lead to a negative absorption coefficient. On a white aerosol 

run, these two instruments should report nearly identical values for scattering and extinction, as 

extinction will be almost entirely consisting of scattering. The discrepancy observed between the 

two in the white aerosol run is around 5%. 
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Figure 4.28: Time series of scattering by the nephelometer and extinction by the CAPS for the white aerosol run. The 

scattering is measured above extinction should be a physical impossibility, as it will yield a negative absorption value.  

 

This around 5% uncertainty between the CAPS and the Nephelometer can yield large 

inconsistencies in the reference absorption measurement when compared to the filter-based 

instruments. Further analysis from the grey run, where the extinction was typically greater than 

scattering, yielded results that suggested that using the difference method as a reference 

absorption was unwarranted (appendix figures A7 and A8). The difference between these very 

close measurements, along with fluctuations of which instrument was higher in measurement, 

leads to a noisy output that does not appear to track the measurements of the filter-based 

instruments at all. The reference σap for this run appears choppy and inconsistent with 

measurements of the filter-based instruments. What these results clearly indicate is that true 

insight into utilizing the CAPS/nephelometer difference as a reference method until the σep and 

σsp discrepancy is resolved. 
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There are a number of possible reasons for such a difference between the reference σap and the 

filter-based σap. One reason could be related to the calibrations of the instruments utilized to 

obtain the difference method σap, which has the potential to yield large errors in measurement 

(Müller et al., 2009; Massoli et al., 2009b). The nephelometer periodically requires a full 

calibration process and frequent span checks, to evaluate whether the instrument calibration is 

shifting. Additionally nephelometer background measurements are established through the 

frequent measurement of scattering by filtered air. However, the nephelometer yielded an 

excellent span check prior to the start of the study, and an almost excellent span check in the 

middle of the study and the last full calibration was within the reasonable timeframe of 6 months 

and span check within 1 month. Moreover, the filtered-air background readings during the 

experimental runs had not fluctuated substantially and the changes were considered negligible. 

With that, the CAPS calibration was verified with the sampling of scattering CO2 gas and 

subsequent analysis of measurements.  

 

Another possibility relates to the adjustment of measurements to STP conditions and instrument 

uncertainties in their temperature (T) and pressure (ρ) measurements. The nephelometer and 

CAPS temperature were compared and the ~5° C difference observed between the CAPS and the 

nephelometer (nephelometer T was higher) was expected due to heat generation by the 

nephelometer light source. The pressure values reported by the nephelometer and CAPS were 

virtually identical. It was found that, collectively, the differences in temperature and pressure 

would have yielded less than 1% of the discrepancy. It is also possible that the wavelength 

adjustment applied to the nephelometer scattering measurements to match the CAPS wavelength 

of 656 nm introduced some error. Interpolating the nephelometer from 550 nm and 700 nm to 

656 nm could possibly have been a contributor to discrepancy. However, subsequent calculations 

based on the aerosol size distribution and scattering obtained via the Mie theory (Bohren and 

Huffman, 1983) verified the legitimacy of the utilized mathematics. 

 

An additional sampling error could have stemmed from losses of aerosol in the sampling lines. 

The aerosol sampling lines originated within a hood-ventilated workbench on one side of the 

room, travelled across the ceiling, and extended downward to the mixing chamber. The largest 

potentials for particle losses would have occurred at the junction points, where the tubing turned. 

The amount and sharpness of sampling line bends within were minimized as much as possible; 
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however, potential losses via diffusion of smaller particles to tubing, sedimentation and 

deposition of larger particles, and impaction of particles against sampling line turns are 

essentially unavoidable (Hinds, 1999). Depending on the flow rate, particle size, material of the 

tubing, sample line length, etc., the amount of particle loss can be calculated through the 

utilization of the penetration equation given in Hinds, 1999. The relevant losses to the CAPS and 

the nephelometer would have occurred from the mixing chamber to the instrument inlets and are 

considered negligible in practice, due to their close proximity and short travel distance.  

 

However, the issue of greatest concern for this experimentation appeared to lie within the 

truncation correction. As described in section 2.4.3, there are a number of truncation corrections 

to consider when deciding how to correct for this known instrument limitation. Originally for 

this experiment, the Anderson and Ogren (1998) correction for “no cut” in the aerosol size 

distribution was applied to the dataset. This correction increases the scattering by particles due to 

their larger sizes. From this, a 10% discrepancy in σep and σsp was observed in the white aerosol 

run. As this is an accumulation mode (diameter 0.1-1 μm) dataset, the decision was made to re-

run the analysis applying the “submicron” correction factor. The result was a 5% decrease in the 

observed discrepancy.   

 

Despite this reduction in the observed inconsistencies, this raises an interesting factor for 

consideration: what is the appropriate truncation correction?  The Anderson and Ogren (1998) 

correction for the TSI nephelometer has associated uncertainties, cited as up to a 30% 

uncertainty for larger, highly absorbing particles (Massoli et al., 2009b). Bond et al. (2009) also 

states that the regularly-applied truncation correction to the TSI nephelometer correction (i.e., 

Anderson and Ogren (1998) may have a bias towards estimated scattering by 1-5% if the 

absorbing aerosol is either very strongly absorbing or weakly absorbing “brown carbon.” The 

study states that Anderson and Ogren (1998) correction should retain its accuracy for a wide 

scale of atmospheric aerosols. However, uncertainty becomes greater (up to 5%) if they are 

aerosol measured at or nearby a significant source of absorbing aerosol; for example, near traffic 

regions (or in laboratory experiments with highly absorbing aerosol). Due to the strong size 

dependence of the correction, Bond et al. (2009) recommends utilizing the Mie theory 

calculations for specific size distributions to estimate Cts. In this regard, further discrimination in 

the selection of which correction factors are being applied could be necessary (i.e. other factors 
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in Anderson and Ogren, 1998; Moosmüller and Arnott, 2003; Massoli et al., 2009b; Bond et al., 

2009). However, this investigation was beyond the scope of the experimental design, requiring 

extensive analysis and unfamiliar mathematical applications. As this presented potential for 

entirely new scientific questions from the original experimental aim, it was decided that the 

further exploration of variance in truncation corrections should become priority in future 

experimentation.  

 

After the consideration of a large list of potential reasoning and methodology for reducing the 

discrepancy, it was decided by the NOAA aerosols group to develop a correction factor for the 

extinction measurements to reduce the discrepancy demonstrated during the white aerosol run. 

This is not an uncommon practice and has been duplicated in other experimental research (Bond 

et al., 1999). In the Bond et al. (1999) experimentation, where the correction for filter-based 

measurements was developed, a similar σep correction of 1.05 was applied. For this study and the 

NOAA laboratory study, the justification for the application of the σep adjustment requires 

assumptions. First, the accuracy of the reference σap is then tied to the accuracy of the 

nephelometer. Second, the laboratory-generated white aerosol is assumed to be completely 

scattering.  

 

The regression developed in figure 4.27 was created for the entirety white aerosol runs within the 

experiment and then was forced through the origin. The slope of the linear model forced through 

the origin was then recalculated, yielding a correction coefficient of 1.046 to be applied to the 

σep. After the utilization of this correction, the regression was redeveloped to include the 

correction factor, yielding a slope of 0.99, an R
2 

of 0.99, and ratio of 0.99. From this, the analysis 

of laboratory data was recreated with the correction factor of 1.046 applied to the σep for the 

entire dataset.  

 

Table 4.6 gives the corrected σep and corrected reference σap for the utilized laboratory runs. It 

can be seen that the inconsistency is greatly reduced for the white run, which is the aim of the 

correction factor. If the σep and σsp do not align during a white aerosol run, the potential for 

utilizing the difference method for a reference σap is questionable (appendix figures A7 and A8). 

The shift in other run values comes in conjunction with the adjustment of the white run 

discrepancy, where σep and σsp are meant to be at unity with each other.  
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Table 4.6: The results and standard deviations for the corrected σep and corrected reference σap for the utilized laboratory 

runs. The inconsistency between the σep and σsp is greatly reduced for the white run with the correction, yielding a more 

relatable reference σap. 

Aerosol 

Type 

CAPS σep 

Mean (Mm
-1

) 

Corrected 

σep Mean 

(Mm
-1

) 

Neph σsp 

Mean (Mm
-1

) 

Ref σap  

Mean 

(Mm
-1

) 

Corrected 

Ref σap  

Mean 

(Mm
-1

) 

PSAP 

σap Mean 

(Mm
-1

) 

CLAP 

σap Mean 

(Mm
-1

) 

White 508.7(±190.5) 532.2(±199.3) 536.6(±196.9) -27.9 -4.47 -2.01 

(±1.95) 

0.09 

(±2.81) 

Black 99.9 (±21.8) 105.6(±22.8) 47.7(±11.7) 52.3 56.9 54.8 

(±12.8) 

47.9 

(±11.5) 

Mixed 

(Grey) 

463.8 (±55.5) 485.6(±58.1) 456.1 (±55.6) 7.7 29.1 42.3 

(±9.81) 

37.4 

(±7.80) 

White on 

Grey 

107.78(±75.1) 112.7(±77.5) 112.79(±78.4) -5.01 -0.05 2.82 

(±1.67) 

2.55 

(±1.99) 

 

 

Figure 4.29: The time series for the scattering from the nephelometer and the extinction from the CAPS for the white 

aerosol run after the correction factor has been applied. With the discrepancy resolved, a more relatable reference σap is 

provided for the NOAA laboratory experiment. 
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Figure 4.29 shows the corrected σep and the σsp for the white aerosol run, as previously depicted 

in figure 4.28. After the correction factor is applied, the corresponding values of the CAPS 

extinction and the nephelometer scattering are more consistent with each other, which is what 

would be expected. From this, a reasonable reference σap can be utilized for the laboratory 

experimentation and further analysis with the difference method as a reference σap becomes 

justified.  

 

 
Figure 4.30: Time series of the CLAP (#1), PSAP (#1), and reference σap for the grey aerosol run, where the σep measured 

by the CAPS has been adjusted with the correction factor. The alignment of the filter-based σap and the reference σap 

remains imperfect; however, improved from time series shown in figure appendix figure A7.  

 

Figure 4.30 shows the time series of the PSAP, CLAP, and reference σap during the grey aerosol 

run, after the σep measured by the CAPS has been corrected.  It can be seen that the alignment 

between the filter-based σap and the reference σap is not perfect, but this is to be expected. This is 

also a low-absorbing aerosol run, with an SSA of 0.98 and a scattering mean of 456.1 Mm
-1

. In 

this regard, the precision of the filter-based methods may be decreased, as discussed earlier. 

However, the reference σap does appear to be noisier than the filter-based σap, which is potentially 
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a result of being the subtraction of two larger numbers (σap and σsp) to yield a smaller number 

(σap).  

 
Figure 4.31: The regression between the PSAP (#1) and the reference σap for the grey aerosol run, where the σep measured 

by the CAPS has been adjusted using the correction factor.  

 

Figure 4.31 shows the regression between the PSAP σap and the reference σap, where the σsp has 

been subtracted from the corrected σep.  The Rabs between the PSAP σap and the reference σap is 

1.45, demonstrating that the filter-based measurement is consistently higher than the reference 

σap for this run. However, the correlation between the two may not be so strong, with an R
2
 value 

of 0.38. The best fit line is above the 1:1 line, with a slope of 0.91. The CLAP σap versus the 

reference σap yields similar results (appendix figure A9), with a Rabs of 1.28, an R
2
 value of 0.40, 

and a slope above the 1:1 line of 0.72.  
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Figure 4.32: Time series of the CLAP (#1), PSAP (#1), and reference σap for the black aerosol run, where the σep measured 

by the CAPS has been adjusted with the correction factor. 

 

Figure 4.32 shows the time series of the PSAP, CLAP, and reference σap for the black aerosol 

run, which shows a more comparable reference σap to that of the filter-based measurements. 

Again, a non-perfect comparison is found between the reference σap and the filter-based σap, 

which is to be expected. However, in the higher absorption levels, the reference σap is more 

relatable to the filter-based σap than in the previous run. During the black run, the SSA was 0.48, 

with a mean σsp of 47.7 Mm
-1

. This provides a greater difference in value between σep and σsp, and 

therefore, a less noisy reference σap.  

 

Figure 4.33 gives the regression between the PSAP σap and the reference σap with the corrected 

σep for the black aerosol run. A more strongly associated relationship is depicted with a Rabs of 

0.96, an R
2
 of 0.78, and a slope of 1.0. The CLAP σap also yields similar results (appendix figure 

A10) with a Rabs of 0.86, an R
2
 of 0.80, and a slope of 0.94.  
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Figure 4.33: The regression between the PSAP (#1) and the reference σap for the black aerosol run, where the σep 

measured by the CAPS has been adjusted using the correction factor. 

 

It should be noted that these sort of instrumental discrepancies when utilizing the difference 

method for the reference σap is not necessarily uncommon. For example, ambient measurements 

that were obtained from the Storm Peak Laboratory (SPL; http://stompeak.dri.edu) in Steamboat 

Springs, Colorado in conjunction with the Storm Peak Laboratory Property Validation 

Experiment (STORMVEx) encountered similar inconsistencies in difference method 

measurements (Andrews et al., 2012; draft in progress). In this closure experiment aimed to 

obtain better estimation of the σep through the PSAP + the nephelometer, the CAPS and the 

nephelometer were also found to measure within 5% of each other. In this case, the nephelometer 

was measuring just below the CAPS. However, it was found that the σap obtained from CAPS – 

nephelometer was much nosier than the σap measured by the PSAP. Regressions of the PSAP 

versus the CAPS – nephelometer suggested that the utilization of the difference method for a 

reference σap was not ideal. This was due to the noise level observed in the reference σap 
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compared to the PSAP σap, which is similar to the results shown for the grey run in figures 4.30 

and 4.31. 

 

The utilization of the difference method for a reference σap is widely-used and most often with 

high correlation to filter-based measurements. In the Reno Aerosol Optics Study (RAOS), 

Sheridan et al. (2005) utilized both the photoacoustic method and the difference method as a 

means of σap reference. In this study, careful consideration went into determining what to use as 

the reference σap, as it is pointed out that there is no clear definition in atmospheric studies on 

which methodology yields more robust results. For σep measurements, the CRD and an Optical 

Extinction Cell (OEC; Virkkula et al., 2005a) were utilized in conjunction with the 

nephelometer. During their white aerosol run, the OEC σep and the nephelometer σsp were shown 

to agree within 2% of each other within the red wavelength (660 nm).  Both the photoacoustic 

spectrometer and the difference method σap not only agreed very well with each other (within 3-

7% over all three wavelengths), but agreed within 3% of the PSAP σap for the atmospherically-

relevant absorption levels. However, it was considered that the monitored conditions (i.e. 

consistently low RH, stable aerosol mixture, etc.) of a laboratory setting may have influenced the 

more-ideal agreement.  

 

These cases, as well as the CalNex campaign and NOAA laboratory results, introduce the 

fundamental concern in the current measurement of atmospheric aerosols: there is no ideally-

defined reference σap methodology. These disagreements in σap measurements arise from the 

wide array of elements to consider in atmospheric aerosol measurements.  
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5. Conclusions, Implications, and  

Future Work  

5.1:  Conclusions, Implications, and Future Work 

The aim of this investigation was to investigate the a few scientific methods for obtaining the σap 

of atmospheric aerosols and the associated uncertainties therein. The CalNex field campaign and 

the NOAA laboratory experiment provided unique opportunities for the comparison of 

instruments measuring the absorption by aerosols. Both established and novel techniques for the 

measurement of aerosol absorption were considered, as the coupling of these techniques is 

essential through inter-comparisons of simultaneous measurement. 

 

Differences and similarities between the filter-based measurements and the in-situ measurements 

were observed both in the CalNex campaign and the NOAA laboratory experiment. Insight 

toward questions A and B were provided through comparisons of both techniques in a variety of 

sampling conditions. The most significant differences between the filter-based instruments, the 

in-situ techniques of the photoacoustic spectrometer, and the difference method appeared to 

occur during periods of lower σap measurement. The biggest discrepancies in σap measurement 

between the PSAP and PAS in the CalNex campaign occurred during flights where lower σap was 

measured, such as when flown during the nighttime hours or over rural areas (DOY 151 or DOY 

169). During these flights, low absorption resulted in greater uncertainty in signal-to-noise 

levels. This was also observed in the NOAA laboratory experiment when the generated aerosol 

yielded higher SSA levels and extinction was almost completely dominated by scattering (i.e. the 

white, grey, and white on grey runs). For instance, the regression between the PSAP and the 

reference σap for the grey aerosol run yields a low correlation and higher Rabs value between the 

measurement techniques. This ambiguity in lower absorption measurements is an important issue 

for global aerosol absorption measurements. Even low levels of absorption in ambient air can 

have significant effects on localized meteorology and cloud dynamics (Ramanathan et al., 2001 

and sources therein). Increasing instrument detection limits in lower absorption levels is an 

important potential for future work. 
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In contrast, the greatest agreement of σap measurement occurs when higher levels of absorption 

occur. The time series from the DOY 167 flight in figure 4.2 is an excellent demonstration of the 

agreement in measurement by the PSAP and PAS during period of significant σap. Good relation 

between the PSAP, CLAP, and reference σap is also observed during the black aerosol run of the 

NOAA laboratory experiment, where the time series (figure 4.32) shows imperfect, but relatable 

magnitude of σap. This also remains true for the filter-based comparison between the PSAP and 

CLAP. When there are absorbing aerosols present within the sampled air, the PSAP and the 

CLAP measure very similar amount of absorption and are highly correlated. This is to be 

expected, as they are essentially variations of the same instrument. The regression between the 

two types of instruments is comparable for the grey aerosol run, the black aerosol run as well as 

for long-term (1-year) measurements at the Bondville observatory. Filter-based comparisons 

demonstrate the similarities in absorption measurements by the CLAP and the PSAP. These sorts 

of studies are essential in better understanding of unit-to-unit variability, due to their inclusion 

within an international monitoring network, where reliability and correspondence in 

measurements is vital. Maintenance of common method of calibration, data collection, and data 

analysis is crucial for observations that will be utilized in global monitoring and climate 

predictions. 

 

The most significant discrepancy between techniques occurred with the reference σap obtained by 

the difference method in the NOAA laboratory experiment. The inconsistencies observed 

between the σep and σsp in the white aerosol run, where these are expected to be nearly the same, 

provided an interesting illustration of how these uncertainties can proliferate in further analysis if 

not properly addressed. The long list of potential reasoning for the discrepancy yields insight on 

the large array of influences that may affect accuracy in measurement.  

 

 In the CalNex investigation, the PSAP and the PAS did not appear to have significant sensitivity 

to RH or pressure changes; however, results shown in figures 4.4 and 4.5 hint at the necessity for 

deeper analysis. The potential for further investigation of instrument accuracy during changes in 

ρ and RH could be conducted through the distinguishing of segments of level flight and analysis 

therein. It could be argued that the consideration of profile ascents and descents may have effect 

on instrument performance and therefore, would present implications on measurement validity. 

Instrument uncertainties may increase with instability of conditions (i.e. continued changes in ρ). 
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Occurrences where pressure is changed substantially within a defined timeframe could have an 

effect on measurement uncertainty.  

 

Investigation for question C was focused on the CalNex data, where concentration of organic 

aerosol was measured. The bias attributed to high OA levels observed in the Lack et al. (2008) 

Texas campaign did not result in a similar bias in the CalNex flights. The heavily polluted 

regions investigated within the TexAQS/GoMACCS were based within the Houston shipping 

channel, which would create potential differences in sources, types, and levels of observed 

organic. It can be concluded that there is some difference in the type of organics observed within 

the Houston area versus the Los Angeles area. However, it is still interesting to note that while 

the bias was not obvious when all eight CalNex flights were considered, a bias was observed for 

a single daytime CalNex flight. Had the separation between OOA and HOA been available for 

this investigation, further inferences could have been made on whether the potential organics 

bias is related to the age and oxidation-level of the sampled aerosol. This could have implications 

in further research which aims to make observations with filter-based instruments in high OA 

regions. This may also provide further insight for assessment of station/observatory data that 

may question absorption data obtained from filter-based measurements during periods of high 

OA loading, such as Mexico City or Manchester U.K. during the summer (figure 5.1).  

 

As is shown in figure 5.1 from Zhang et al. (2007), the atmospheric aerosol varies significantly 

globally. The sources, compositions, and amount of organic aerosols are not constant on a global 

basis. Thus, there is reason to further investigate this bias of filter-based instruments as a 

function of location, and therefore, different sources of aerosols types or compositions. It is 

completely plausible to consider that the potential PSAP bias to organics could be a regional 

occurrence, dependent on the type, source, and composition of local aerosol. Unfortunately, 

distinguishing between OOA and HOA is beyond the scope of this paper and inferences of 

influences by each cannot be made. However, this is a concept that should be explored in 

conjunction with the potential PSAP bias to organics. 
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Figure 5.1: Variance in atmospheric aerosol composition based on global measurements by Zhang et al. (2007). With the 

wide array of measured OA (green in circles) on a global scale, further investigation of a potential filter-based bias is 

necessary on a regional basis. Sulfates (red), nitrate (blue), ammonium (orange) and chloride (purple) also given in pie 

charts. Figure reproduced by permission of the American Geophysical Union.   

 

Finally, the utilization of the CTS correction scheme in the CalNex field campaign and the 

NOAA laboratory experiment provides insight for when the mathematically-intensive CTS 

correction is beneficial for filter-based instruments (question D). However, it’s possible that 

question D would be better-asked as “during what sampling conditions can an advanced 

correction scheme reduce the differences between various methods of σap measurements?” 

During periods of consistent aerosol σap measurements, such as those observed in CalNex flights 

or the black aerosol run of the NOAA laboratory experiment, the clear benefit for CTS is not 

apparent. In CalNex, data were shifted on a slight scale, without much effect to measured results 

(figures 4.17 and 4.18).  In the black aerosol run of the NOAA laboratory experiment, the CTS 

and Bond corrections yielded similar results (figure 4.25 and 4.26).  However, as shown in 

figures 4.23 and 4.24, the NOAA laboratory experiment’s white on grey run yields the greatest 

case for the utilization of the CTS correction. Figure 4.23 is an excellent illustration of why the 

calculation-intensive correction was developed. The potential overestimation by the Bond 
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correction in these changing conditions will affect the accuracy of σap measurements if not 

properly addressed.   

 

Within this investigation, an inter-comparison of absorption measurements, via differing 

methods in both atmospheric research and experimental design has been provided. A novel 

potential admission to the proposed filter-based bias to organic aerosols was observed, in that it 

is possibly related to the diurnal photochemical patterns of day and night atmospheric conditions. 

Also, the importance in detail-oriented investigations when considering possible discrepancies in 

measurement was demonstrated through both ambient field sampling and controlled laboratory 

conditions. These demonstrations of the filter-based, in-situ, and difference method yield some 

uncertainties that display the fundamental problem in aerosol measurements: there is no defined 

‘perfect’ reference absorption measurement method. Each potential reference absorption method 

has associated uncertainties and inaccuracies. As such, further development through inter-

comparisons of instruments and datasets is essential in order to reduce the uncertainty in 

absorption by atmospheric aerosol, and subsequent climate predictions.  
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V. Appendices   
A. Appendix: CalNex CLAP Discrepancies 

As mentioned in section 2.6.1, the CLAP from the CalNex field campaign was not utilized in 

analysis. The original intention of the thesis was to base the comparison of the PAS in-situ 

technique to filter-based on measurements obtained from the CLAP. Developed by the aerosol 

group at NOAA, the CLAP instrument is a novel method for the measurement of σap and data 

obtained from the instrument has not yet been published. However, due to very large 

inconsistencies on CLAP data obtained during the campaign, it was decided that CLAP data 

were unusable. A significant amount of work was devoted to investigating the cause of this 

discrepancy; however, the results of the examination remain inconclusive.  

 
Figure A1: The regression between the CLAP and the PSAP utilized in the CalNex field campaign for analyzed all flights. 

A substantial inconsistency between the CLAP and PSAP measurements is apparent. This is not to be expected, as the 

CLAP and PSAP typically exhibit good relation in measurement.   

Figure A1 gives the relationship between the CLAP and the PSAP for all analyzed flights in the 

CalNex field campaign. This large inconsistency between the two filter-based instruments is not 

typically observed (as evidenced by analysis conducted in section 4.2.1). It was found for the 
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entire CalNex dataset that the CLAP was consistently a factor of 2 higher than the PSAP, and 2-3 

higher than the PAS. To investigate this, raw data was re-downloaded for both filter-based 

instruments and applied corrections (i.e. the Weiss and Bond corrections; equations 4 and 5) 

were calculated for small segments in Excel. These calculations were done in order to verify that 

the corrections were being applied correctly. Flow rates, spot sizes, and applied corrections were 

verified, and yet, the discrepancy remained.   

 

Figure A2: Time series example showing the large inconsistency in CLAP σap compared to PSAP and PAS σap for May 

19th, 2010 (DOY 139). The measurements by the PSAP and PAS show good relation, while the CLAP yields measurements 

that are consistently higher.  

Figure A2 is an example of a flight segment that depicts the CLAP discrepancy. This example 

for May 19
th

, 2010 (DOY 139) gives a typical example of the magnitude in which the CLAP 

measured above the PSAP and the PAS. A large number of reasons for the discrepancy were 

considered, but as it was the first field-deployment for the first manufactured CLAP, issues with 

measurement are to be expected.  
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B. Appendix: Other PSAP and CLAP Figures for 

NOAA Laboratory Experiment  

B1. Figures from Filter-Based Comparison 

Within the analysis in section 4.2.1, not all regressions were essential for the illustration of 

analysis findings. However, these figures are included here for further insight.  

 

Figure A3: The regression between the CLAP (#1) and the PSAP (#1) σap for the black aerosol run in the NOAA 

laboratory experiment.  

For the black aerosol run, the linear regression between PSAP (#1) and CLAP (#1) is given in 

figure A3. With a slope of 1.11, an R
2
 value of 0.99, and a Rabs (σap,CLAP/ σap,PSAP) of 0.87, it is 

clear that the PSAP and CLAP are closely linked in measurement of σap. 
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Figure A4: The regression between the CLAP (#1) and the PSAP (#1) σap for the grey aerosol run in the NOAA 

laboratory experiment. 

 

Figure A4 shows the linear regression for the CLAP and the PSAP for the grey aerosol run. With 

grey aerosol, the Rabs is 0.88, the slope is 1.25, and a strong correlation is shown with an R
2
 value 

of 0.99. This is relevant to atmospheric research, as the conditions found during a grey aerosol 

run will be the most likely to be relatable to ambient conditions (on a regional basis).  

 

B2: CTS Correction Comparison to Bond Correction for the CLAP 

For the comparison between the CTS correction and the Bond correction for filter based 

instruments in the NOAA laboratory experiment, only the PSAP results were provided in 

analysis. Here, the similar results for the CLAP are given.  
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Figure A5: The regression between the CTS corrected CLAP (#1) and the Bond corrected CLAP (#1) σap  for the white on 

grey aerosol run in the NOAA laboratory experiment. An potential overestimation by the Bond correction scheme is 

apparent during the changing conditions of this laboratory run.  

 

Figure A5 is the relationship between the CTS corrected CLAP (#1) and the Bond corrected 

CLAP for the white on grey run in the NOAA laboratory experiment. The R
2
 value of 0.98 

shows the strong correlation between the two correction schemes, despite the potential 

overestimation by the Bond corrected σap. The possible benefit of utilizing the CTS correction 

during these changing conditions is evident with a Rabs (σap,CTS/ σap,Bond) of 0.41 and a slope of 

0.43. Similar results to the PSAP, as seen in figure 4.24.  
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Figure A6: The regression between the CTS corrected CLAP (#1) and the Bond corrected CLAP (#1) σap for the black 

aerosol run in the NOAA laboratory experiment. As can be seen, the outcome of the two corrections schemes is more alike 

with a stable input of absorbing aerosol. 

As was shown in figure 4.26, the relationship between the CTS correction and the Bond 

correction more clear in consistent, highly absorbing conditions. With a Rabs of 0.96, an R
2
 of 

0.99, and a slope of 0.92, the benefit of utilizing the CTS correction is not as clear in these 

sampling conditions.   
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C. Appendix: NOAA Laboratory Discrepancy  

 

Figure A7: Time series of the CLAP (#1), PSAP (#1), and reference σap for the grey aerosol run, where the σep measured 

by the CAPS and the σsp measured by the nephelometer are inconsistent in measurement by about 5%.  

Figure A7 demonstrates how the uncorrected 5% uncertainty between the CAPS extinction and 

the nephelometer scattering can yield large inconsistencies in the reference absorption 

measurement when compared to the filter-based instruments. In this grey run, the extinction was 

typically greater than the scattering, which is to be expected; however, the magnitudes were quite 

close. The difference between these very close measurements, along with fluctuations of which 

instrument was higher in measurement, leads to a noisy output that does not appear to track the 

measurements of the filter-based instruments at all. The reference σap for this run appears choppy 

and inconsistent with measurements of the filter-based instruments. What these results clearly 

indicate is that true insight into utilizing the CAPS-nephelometer difference as a reference 

method until the σep and σsp discrepancy was resolved. 
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Figure A8: Regression between the PSAP (#1) σap and the reference σap for the grey aerosol run. The 5% discrepancy 

between the CAPS σep and the nephelometer σsp provides a questionable reference σap. 

 

As figure A8 shows, the 5% discrepancy naturally leads to a comparison that does not yield 

much insight. With the best fit line of y = 0.66x + 37.38 and a Rabs (σap,PSAP/ σap,reference) of 5.4, 

the use of the CAPS – the nephelometer as a reference absorption method may have to be 

reconsidered. The CLAP yields similar results as the PSAP when compared to the reference 

absorption values, with a best fit line of y = 0.53x + 33.31 and a Rabs of 4.8. The lack of 

correlation is apparent in the very low R
2
 values of 0.18 for the PSAP and 0.19 for the CLAP to 

the reference σap. Possible reasons for the large inconsistencies in filter-based measurement to the 

reference σap were discussed in section 4.2.3. 
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D. CLAP Figures with Corrected Reference 

Measurements from NOAA Laboratory Experiment 

In section 4.2.3, the comparison of the filter-based σap measurements to the corrected reference 

σap measurements were given with the PSAP results. Here, similar results for the CLAP are 

provided.  

 

Figure A9: The regression between the CLAP (#1) and the reference σap for the grey aerosol run, where the σep measured 

by the CAPS has been adjusted using the correction factor. 

 

Similar to the PSAP results, the CLAP measures consistently higher than the reference σap. The 

Rabs (σap,CLAP/ σap,reference) is 1.28, with a slope of 0.72. The R
2
 of 0.40 demonstrates a potentially 

weaker correlation between the filter-based σap and the reference σap.  
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Figure A10: The regression between the CLAP (#1) and the reference σap for the black aerosol run, where the σep 

measured by the CAPS has been adjusted using the correction factor. 

 

The relationship between the filter-based CLAP σap and the reference σap appears to be stronger 

in the highly absorbing conditions. Similar to the PSAP, the Rabs decreased from the grey run 

from 1.25 to 0.86. The correlation becomes stronger with an R
2
 value of 0.80. The slope of the 

best-fit line becomes 0.94.  
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